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When multiple hypothesis tests are conducted on a single data set, it is necessary to 
control for the inflation of the Type I error rate.  This is done through the use of multiple 
comparison procedures.  Holm’s procedure is a potentially attractive multiple comparison 
procedure because it makes no assumptions about the data and it is simple to implement.  
Holm’s procedure is conducted by adjusting the p-values obtained from a prior statistical 
test.  As a result, the power and Type I error rate of Holm’s procedure may be tied to the 
assumptions of the statistical test from which the p-values are obtained.  In the case of 
making all pairwise comparisons across means, the independent samples t-test is typically 
used, which assumes normally distributed data and homogeneous variances across the 
groups being compared.  The present study sought to examine how violating the 
assumptions of normality and variance homogeneity affected the power and Type I error 
rate of Holm’s procedure across several effect sizes, mean configurations and sample 
sizes.  The results indicated that Holm’s procedure maintains the Type I error rate below 
α for all combinations of variance heterogeneity, nonnormality, sample size, effect size, 
and pattern of mean difference.  As expected, the power of Holm’s procedure decreases 
as the sample size becomes smaller and the effect size increases.  Nonnormality had a 
negligible effect on the power of Holm’s procedure.  However, the presence of even 
  
 
moderate variance heterogeneity severely decreased the power of Holm’s procedure.  
Future research will investigate whether these results hold for situations other than testing 
pairwise mean differences, such as when multiple correlations are being tested.  In 
addition, the power and Type I error rate of Holm’s procedure will be compared to 
alternative multiple comparison procedures. 
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Introduction 
 
When conducting hypothesis tests to evaluate the differences between two or 
more means, researchers are often concerned with the probability of incorrectly declaring 
that a difference between means exist.  This false rejection of the true null hypothesis is 
known as a Type I error and its probability of occurrence as the Type I error rate.  An 
acceptable Type I error rate is set a priori by the researcher.  This value is most 
commonly set to .05 and is referred to as alpha (α) or the significance level.  
If multiple statistical comparisons are conducted on the same data set, the Type I 
error rate is artificially inflated (Ryan, 1959). That is, the Type I error rate is a function of 
the probability of two events:  the probability of making a Type I error on the first 
comparison and the probability of making a Type I error on the second comparison.  
Assuming that the hypotheses are mathematically independent (i.e., orthogonal), the 
inflation may be calculated as: 
1 (1 )C  ,      (1) 
where C is the number of hypotheses or comparisons to be tested (Abdi, 2010).  For 
example, when 𝛼 is set to .05 and 4 comparisons are made, then Equation 1 yields a value 
of .186.  Therefore, when making 4 comparisons, a researcher will have a Type I error 
rate of 18.6% as opposed to the expected 5% error rate.  This phenomenon is also 
referred to as the multiplicity effect. 
Type I error rate inflation is not simple to calculate for non-orthogonal 
comparisons due to the dependence between the groups being tested.  For instance, if a 
researcher compares the difference in academic achievement, as measured by college 
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student’s GPA, between four regions of the United States (Southeast, Northeast, 
Midwest, and West), the researcher might find that the similar levels of academic 
achievement in the Southeast and Northeast are a result of similar curricula.  Because this 
dependency varies from comparison to comparison, it is difficult to account for the 
magnitude of the Type I error rate inflation.  
 Researchers conducting multiple pairwise comparisons should consider the Type 
I error rate inflation because failure to do so may lead to incorrect inferences about 
treatment or group differences.  To address this issue, several procedures have been 
developed to control for the Type I error rate inflation.  Collectively, these approaches are 
known as multiple comparison procedures.  These procedures may be as simple as setting 
a more stringent alpha level or as complex as involving Bayesian based comparison 
methods.  For example, a researcher may decrease the probability of a Type I error from 
.05 to .01.  Most commonly these procedures involve making a probability adjustment 
and will be discussed in more depth below. 
One such multiple comparison procedure is Holm’s procedure (Holm, 1979).  
Holm’s procedure has two desirable properties:  its computational simplicity and its lack 
of distributional assumptions (Holm, 1979).  This procedure is so simple to compute that 
a researcher may adjust the alpha level using pen and paper, if necessary.  The lack of 
distributional assumptions allows the use of Holm’s procedure whenever a p-value is 
present.  Assuming the null hypothesis is true a test statistic’s p-value specifies the 
probability of observing its value over an infinite number of replications. Because only a 
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p-value is needed, the Holm’s procedure can be used to control the Type I error rate for a 
variety of statistical tests, including t-tests, ANOVAs, and χ2 tests of contingency tables. 
Previous research has provided evidence that there are various factors that may 
affect the Type I error rate beyond just making multiple comparisons.  Among these 
factors are the pattern of mean differences, the equality of variance, and the normality of 
the data (Kromrey & La Rocca, 1995; Olejnik, Li, Supattathum, & Huberty, 1997).   
How the means differ as well as the magnitude of those differences describes the 
pattern of mean differences.  The pattern of mean difference is related to the concept of 
effect size.  Cohen (1988) presented the standardized difference between means as a 
definition of effect size.  Although this is not the only definition of effect size, it is a 
common one and will be used in this paper.  Cohen (1988) suggested that standardized 
mean differences less than .2 constitute a small effect, differences between .2 and .8 
constitute a medium effect, and differences above .8 constitute a large effect.    
Variance homogeneity and normally distributed data are assumptions underlying 
some parametric statistical tests (e.g., the two independent sample t-test, F test).  The 
homogeneity of variance assumption is tenable when all groups being compared have 
approximately equal variance in the populations of interest.  The normality distribution is 
tenable when the distribution of the dependent variable is unimodal and symmetric 
around its mean.  However, variance heterogeneity has been shown to have a large effect 
on inflating the Type I error rate (Kromrey & La Rocca, 1995).   
Although, the normality of the data has not been studied as extensively as have 
the other factors, there is evidence that the Type I error rate will increase when both non-
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normal data distribution and variance heterogeneity are present (Ramsey, Ramsey, & 
Barrera, 2010).  However, this study focused on comparing a number of multiple 
comparison procedures at once and did not examine Holm’s procedure.  Further, a 
literature review failed to find any studies that evaluated the effectiveness of Holm’s 
procedure when both variance heterogeneity and non-normality were present.  
In contrast to focusing on falsely rejecting the null hypothesis the researcher is 
typically also interested in the probability of detecting a non-zero effect size.  This is 
referred to as the power of a statistical test.  Studies have shown that multiple comparison 
procedures have difficulty detecting true differences when the effect size is small or 
moderate (Klockars & Hancock, 1992; Olejnik, Li, Supattathum, & Huberty, 1997; 
Ramsey, 1981).   
This study’s objective is to evaluate the effectiveness of Holm’s procedure in 
maintaining the Type I error rate when the normality and homogeneity of variance 
assumptions are violated over several combinations of mean patterns and effect sizes.  In 
addition, the power of Holm’s procedure across the above conditions is examined. 
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Literature Review 
Hypothesis Testing 
 A common research question is whether a variable of interest is dependent on 
group membership.  Group membership may occur organically (e.g., male versus female) 
or may be assigned by the researcher (e.g., treatment versus control).  Using the example 
in the introduction, a researcher may wonder whether academic achievement, measured 
by a college student’s GPA, depends on which region of the country a student is from.  
This is equivalent to comparing the average GPA of students at each bivariate 
combination of region.  In this situation, the researcher is said to be testing all pairwise 
comparisons (Ramsey, 1981).  Statistically, pairwise comparisons are analyzed through 
the use of competing hypotheses (Gravetter & Wallnau, 2008).  The null hypothesis 
states that the dependent variable does not vary over group membership while the 
alternative or research hypothesis states that the dependent variable is statistically 
different in at least one group.  Using the above example, the null hypothesis would state 
that the average GPA is the same for each region of the country, while the alternative 
hypothesis would state that the average student GPA is different for at least one region of 
the country.  In most situations, the researcher’s goal is to provide evidence that suggests 
that the null hypothesis is not likely to be true.  If there is enough evidence against the 
claim made in the null hypothesis, the null hypothesis is rejected.  Practically, this 
indicates that group means being compared are significantly different or that a treatment 
was significantly effective.  If there is not enough evidence to suggest that group means 
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differ, the null hypothesis is retained and the research concludes that group membership 
does not affect the dependent variable (Gravetter & Wallnau, 2008). 
Due to large population sizes and resource limitations, it is rare for an entire 
population to be measured in a given study.  Rather, a random, representative sample of 
the population of interest is taken, and the results and conclusions generated from that 
sample are inferred back to the population of interest (Gravetter & Wallnau, 2008).  
Referring to the above example, the population of interest may be all college students in 
the United States.  The sample may be 200 students randomly selected from a large, 
Midwestern university.  In order to make a statement about the differences between two 
or more populations, it is often useful to assign a level of significance or confidence 
intervals around the results (Ryan, 1959).   Because it is assumed that each member of a 
population has an equal, random chance of being sampled, all combinations of a given 
number of individuals within a population are assumed to have an equal probability of 
being selected.  When the statistic of interest is the mean, the set of all permutations of a 
given sample size is referred to the distribution of sample means and its characteristics 
are defined by the central limit theorem (Gravetter & Wallnau, 2008).  It is then possible 
to determine, for example, the probability of drawing at least a specific sample mean 
from the distribution of sample means.   
In the case of pairwise comparisons, the null hypothesis states that the difference 
between two population means is zero.  In order to declare that a difference between the 
corresponding sample means is statistically significant, the probability of the observed 
sample mean difference must be sufficiently small.  The researcher specifies beforehand 
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what constitutes a small probability and this is symbolized by α (Gravetter & Wallnau, 
2008).  The value a researcher assigns to α is up to the researcher’s discretion; however a 
common value of α is .05. If α is set to .05 and the p-value for the sample mean 
difference is less than or equal to 5%, the researcher rejects the null hypothesis that the 
means come from the same population.  This is akin to stating that the probability of 
randomly drawing a mean difference is so unlikely that it is more plausible to state that 
there are group differences on the dependent variable (Gravetter & Wallnau, 2008).   
However, the value of α is also the probability that the researcher might make an 
incorrect inference.  This may occur because naturally occurring extreme means do exist 
within the distribution of sample means.  This may lead to two errors of inferences.  The 
researcher may falsely declare a significant difference when no difference exists.  This is 
known as a Type I error and α is the probability of making a Type I error.  Conversely, 
the researcher may falsely conclude no difference exists when, in fact, a significant 
difference does exist.  This is known as a Type II error.  Typically, researchers are more 
concerned with controlling the Type I error rate (Ludbrook, 1998).  This is because a 
Type I error might lead to the spread of misinformation, incorrect policy 
implementations, or the adaption of a potentially harmful treatment (Ludbrook, 1991). 
 As stated above, the researcher designates α as the Type I error rate.  When 
conducting a single hypothesis test, the Type I error rate will be equal to α.  However, 
when multiple hypothesis tests are conducted on the same data set each individual 
hypothesis has its own Type I error rate (Shaffer, 1995).  As a result, making multiple 
comparisons on the same set of data leads to an inflation of the Type I error rate.  This 
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includes the situation in which the researcher wishes to compare all pairwise mean 
differences.  Given k groups, testing all pairwise comparisons may be more formally 
defined as the situation where the researcher tests all of the possible k(k-1)/2 comparisons 
(Ramsey, 1981).   
Type I Error Rate 
 There is some debate in the literature regarding how the Type I error rate should 
be defined (Ramsey, 1981).  The Type I error rate for a single hypothesis test is known 
alternatively as the comparisonwise error rate, the individual level, or the individual error 
rate (Bender & Lange, 2001).  This is the simplest definition of Type I error.  The 
comparisonwise error rate will be the term used for this paper.  The comparisonwise error 
rate is equal to α.  However, the comparisonwise error rate is not applicable to testing all 
pairwise comparisons because more than one hypothesis is being tested. 
When making multiple comparisons, the researcher is actually concerned with the 
family of hypotheses to be tested.  The family of hypothesis states the number of 
comparisons to be made and informs the extent of the Type I error inflation.  However, 
there is some ambiguity as to what constitutes a family and authors have suggested 
several definitions (Ludbrook, 1998).  The simplest definition is that a family of 
hypotheses is the set of hypotheses that the researcher evaluates during an experiment or 
study (Ludbrook, 1998; Shaffer, 1995).  Alternatively, the family of hypotheses has been 
defined as all pairwise comparisons within a set of means (Games & Howell, 1976).  A 
final definition of what constitutes a family is all the experimental observations that could 
have been analyzed within an omnibus statistical test, such as the F statistic (Ludbrook, 
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1998).  Whichever definition one chooses, the make-up of a family of tests depends on 
the purposes of the study and the research questions being asked (Ludbrook, 1998; 
Shaffer, 1995).  Because this paper is concerned with making all pairwise comparisons 
the Games and Howell (1976) definition of a family will be used.   
Utilizing the concept of the family of hypotheses leads to several definitions of 
the Type I error rate.  The error rate per comparison or familywise error rate is the 
probability that at least one hypothesis will be incorrectly rejected when all null 
hypotheses are true, assuming all hypotheses are independent of one another (Games & 
Howell, 1976; Ryan, 1959).  The term familywise error rate will be used.  Given 
independent tests, the familywise Type I error rate may be determined by Equation 1.   
Alternatively, one could consider the maximum experimentwise error rate, which 
is the probability of falsely rejecting at least one true hypothesis, regardless of how many 
other null hypotheses are true.  Any procedure that controls for the maximum 
experimentwise error rate also controls for the familywise error rate (Bender & Lange, 
2001).   
Two other definitions of the Type I error rate are the error rate per experiment or 
the error rate per family.  The error rate per experiment is the expected number of type I 
errors in a given experiment.  The error rate per family is the expected value of the ratio 
between the number of falsely rejected hypotheses and the total number of hypotheses 
being considered (Ryan, 1959; Shaffer, 1995).   
As an alternative to the more classical conception of the Type I error rate, 
Benjamini and Hochberg (1995) proposed the false discovery rate.  The false discovery 
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rate is the expected ratio of the number of incorrectly rejected null hypotheses over the 
total amount of rejected hypotheses.  The false discovery rate is equal to the familywise 
error rate when all hypotheses are true but smaller when at least one hypothesis is false 
(Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995).  A summary of the various definitions of the type I error 
rate is provided in table 1. 
Table 1.  
Type I Error Definitions 
Name 
Comparisonwise 
(Individual Level, 
Individual) 
Familywise 
(Error Rate per 
Comparison) 
Maximum 
Experimentwise 
Error Rate 
per 
Experiment 
Error Rate 
per Family 
False 
Discovery 
Rate 
Definition Equal to α 
Equal to 
Equation 1 
Probability of 
falsely rejecting at 
least one true 
hypothesis 
Expected 
number of 
Type 1 errors 
in a given 
experiment 
Expected 
value of the 
ratio 
between the 
number of 
falsely 
rejected 
hypotheses 
and the total 
number of 
hypotheses 
Expected 
ratio of the 
number of 
incorrectly 
rejected null 
hypotheses 
over the 
total amount 
of rejected 
hypotheses 
  
 
There does not appear to be a clear answer as to which definition of Type I error 
rate should be preferred (Bender & Lange, 2001).  The appropriate definition depends on 
which research questions are being asked and the purpose of the study (Ryan, 1959).  
Ryan (1959) discourages the use of the familywise error rate because the familywise error 
rate may underestimate the probability of a Type I error and, in turn, lead to a loss of 
ability to detect true differences.  In addition, Brown and Russell (1997) provided 
evidence that the familywise error rate increases as more comparisons are made.  Many 
earlier, multiple comparison procedures were designed to account for the error rate per 
hypothesis and, as a result, Ryan (1959) recommends the error rate per hypothesis in the 
pairwise comparison case.  Bender and Lange (2001) support controlling for the 
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maximum experimentwise error rate.  The false discovery rate proposed by Benjamini and 
Hochberg (1996) has become more popular in recent years (Lehmann & Romano, 2005).  
However, despite the opposition voiced by Ryan, it appears as if the familywise error rate 
has become the default definition of the Type I error rate when making multiple 
comparisons (Brown & Russell, 1997; Einot & Gabriel, 1975; Lermann & Romano, 
2005; Ludbrook, 1998).  Because of this and the ease of calculating the Type I error 
inflation, the familywise error rate definition will be used for this study. 
Power 
Multiple comparison procedures are judged primarily on two qualities:  The 
ability to control the Type I error rate at α, and the ability to detect a false null hypothesis 
(Ramsey, 1981).  The ability to detect true false null hypotheses is known as power.  
Power and the level to which α is set have a roughly monotonically increasing 
relationship.  That is, as α increases so does the power of a statistical method to detect 
false null hypotheses.  A statistical test with high power will declare smaller mean 
differences significant when compared to a statistical test with lower power.   
As with Type I error rate, there are multiple definitions of power:  any-pair 
power, all-pair power, and per-pair power (Shaffer, 1995).  Any-pair power is defined as 
the probability of correctly rejecting at least one false hypothesis in a set of tests 
(Ramsay, 1978).  Any-pair power approximates the power of an omnibus F test statistic 
and is most often of interest in exploratory studies (Ramsey, Ramsey, & Barerra, 2010).   
12 
 
 
All-pair power is the probability of correctly detecting all false hypotheses within 
a set of tests (Ramsey, 1978).  It has been recommended that all-pair power is most 
appropriate for confirmatory studies (Ramsey et al., 2010).   
Per-pair power is defined as the average probability of correctly rejecting a false 
hypothesis (Einot & Gabriel, 1975).  In general, the any-pair and all-pair power 
definitions are used.   
Typically, any-pair power will be greater than all-pair power, and usually by a 
good amount (Kromrey & La Rocca, 1995) and with this discrepancy increasing as a 
direct function the number of hypotheses to be tested (Horn, 2004).  Per-pair power 
depends on the number of hypotheses to be tested but generally falls between any-pair 
and all-pair power.  Increasing the number of hypotheses to be tested increases the per-
pair power (Horn, 2004).   
Multiple Comparison Procedures 
The question then generally is, “In which research situations is it appropriate to 
use a multiple comparison procedure?”  Ryan (1959) lists five situations in which it may 
appropriate to use a multiple comparison procedure.  The first situation is when more 
than two groups are being compared to one another.  As stated above, this is called the 
multiple or pairwise comparison situation and is probably the most common situation in 
research.  The second situation is when determining whether significant correlations 
between three or more variables exist. The third situation is when the researcher is 
attempting to determine which main effects and interactions are significant in a factorial 
analysis of variance (ANOVA) design.  The fourth situation is when a researcher tests the 
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significance of the same experiment over several different independent samples.  The 
final situation that Ryan describes is when several different measures for evaluating a 
variable are compared.  For example, a researcher who wishes to evaluate differences in 
high school academic achievement over race might compare student’s GPA, ACT scores 
and teacher recommendations.   
Several authors (Bender & Lange, 2001; Dunnett & Tamhane, 1992) have stated 
that it is necessary to control for the inflated Type I error rate in confirmatory studies and 
whenever multiple hypothesis have to be synthesized to a single conclusion.  Practically, 
the need to control for Type I error rate inflation is often seen in the medical field, where 
complex research designs are often used to economize resources and a Type I error might 
result in incorrectly declaring some symptom is related to a specific disease (Aiken & 
Gensler, 1996).  In addition, the National Center for Education Statistics mandates that α 
must be adjusted when multiple comparisons are made (Ahmed, 1991; Ludbrook, 1998). 
The use of multiple comparisons is not universally accepted.  The most common 
argument against utilizing multiple comparison procedures is the loss of power associated 
with such procedures (Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995; de Cani, 1984; Dunnett & 
Tamhane, 1992).  Multiple comparison procedures have significantly less power than 
unadjusted statistical tests (de Cani, 1984).  It has been argued that it is not necessary to 
use multiple comparisons when independent, planned, or a priori, comparisons are used 
(Ludbrook, 1991). Gelman and Hill (2007) state, that if research is approached from a 
data analysis perspective, researchers should not be concerned with point estimates but 
rather confidence intervals.  They further state that occasional mistakes of inference will 
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be made.  Several authors (Bender & Lange, 2001; Ludbrook, 1991; Seaman, Levin, & 
Serlin, 1991) have posited that Type I error inflation is not a concern in exploratory 
settings because it is not necessary to control for the comparisonwise error rate.  Aiken 
(1996) argued that because researchers have traditionally preferred to present only p-
values instead of presenting an additional interpretation of that p-value, multiple 
comparison procedures have not gained favor in the academic community.  
While the loss in power from using multiple comparison procedures can be 
substantial, researchers have argued that maintaining the Type I error rate at α is more 
important than obtaining the greatest amount of power (Tollenaar & Mooijaart, 2003).  
Additionally, it has generally been agreed upon that it is necessary to control for Type I 
error inflation when conducting confirmatory research (Ryan, 1959).  As a result, it is 
occasionally necessary to use multiple comparison procedures. 
There have been dozens of multiple comparison procedures developed to control 
for the inflation of the Type I error rate.  As stated above, the best multiple comparison 
procedure is the procedure that control the Type I error rate at the nominal level while 
maintaining the highest power.  A multiple comparison procedure that controls the Type I 
error rate at or below α is said to have strong Type I error control (Levin, 1996).  
Bonferroni’s procedure (Dunn, 1961) is an example of a multiple comparison procedure 
that maintains strong Type I error control (Shaffer, 1995).  A multiple comparison 
procedure that cannot maintain the Type I error rate at α is said to have weak Type I error 
control (Farcomeni, 2008).  An example of a multiple comparison procedure that 
maintains weak Type I error control is Fischer’s LSD (Shaffer, 1995).  Multiple 
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comparison procedures that maintain strong Type I error control are to be preferred over 
those procedures that maintain weak Type I error control.   
The concepts of liberal and conservative procedures are related to weak and 
strong Type I error.  A liberal procedure does not maintain the Type I error rate at α, 
whereas a conservative procedure controls the Type I error rate below α (Games, 
Keselman, & Rogan, 1981).  Unfortunately, conservative multiple comparison 
procedures will have less power than liberal tests.  In addition to strong Type I error 
control, researchers should be concerned with the power of the procedure.  There are 
several properties that may be utilized to ensure Type I error control while increasing the 
power of multiple comparison procedures.  Two of the more important properties are 
those of robustness and closure. 
Robustness 
A multiple comparison procedure is said to be robust if the procedure maintains 
strong Type I and Type II error control when the theoretical assumptions of the procedure 
are violated (Games & Howell, 1976).  Multiple comparison procedures have been 
developed that depend on distributions and assumptions specific to the procedure.  
Likewise, procedures have been developed that rely on the theoretical assumptions of 
distinct hypothesis tests.  For example, the assumptions for a one-way ANOVA are 
independence of observations, normal distribution of the data, and homogeneity of 
variances.  If one or more of the assumptions of the procedure or the underlying test are 
not met, a robust multiple comparison procedure could still maintain the Type I error rate 
at the set alpha level.    
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Closure 
Multiple comparisons that test a closed set of hypotheses are more powerful than 
procedures that do not test a closed set of hypotheses (Shaffer, 1995).  A closed set of 
hypotheses is the set of all original hypotheses along with all hypotheses that are formed 
by the interaction of the original hypotheses (Shaffer, 1995).  To demonstrate what 
constitutes a closed set of hypotheses, assume there are µ1, µ2.…, µk means to be 
compared.  H12 then tests whether the population means for group 1 and 2 are equal.  
Likewise, H123 would test µ1=µ2=µ3.  When testing all pairwise comparisons among 3 
groups, the relevant set of hypotheses is H12, H13, and H23.  The intersection of a set of 
hypotheses is all hypotheses formed by the inclusion of the original hypothesis.  In the 
above pairwise comparison set of hypotheses, the intersection would be H123 or µ1=µ2=µ3. 
H123 is also said to be above hypotheses H12, H13, and H23 in the hierarchy of hypotheses.  
The hypotheses that form the intersection are referred to as proper components.  If the 
null hypothesis is rejected for a bivariate comparison of means, it is inappropriate to 
retain the null hypothesis for the intersection of those hypotheses.  Using the above 
example comparing GPA over regions of the country, this would be equivalent to stating 
that students from the southeast had a higher mean GPA than those students from the 
Midwest, but also concluding that average GPA did not differ over any region of the 
country.  
The closure of a set of hypotheses occurs if a hypothesis is rejected at α and every 
hypothesis that occurs above it in the hierarchy of hypotheses is rejected as well (Shaffer, 
1995; Westfall & Wolfinger, 2000).  This principle, also known as coherence, 
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consonance or the property of free combination (Holm, 1979; Levin, 1996; Wright, 
1992), is a characteristic of most multiple comparison procedures (Einot & Gabriel, 
1975) including Holm’s procedure (Holm, 1979).  Many multiple comparison procedures 
are designed to be coherent by analyzing hypotheses sequentially (Einot & Gabriel, 
1975).  Dissonance occurs when an intersection of hypotheses is rejected but none of the 
proper components of the intersection of hypotheses are rejected (Einot & Gabriel, 1975).  
This is equivalent to declaring an omnibus statistic significant and then finding none of 
the pairwise, adjusted p-values to be significant.  Most multiple comparison procedures 
cannot avoid dissonances (Einot & Gabriel, 1975). Multiple comparison procedures that 
are formed using closed hypotheses maintain the familywise error rate at the a priori α 
(Shaffer, 1995).  Multiple comparison procedures that assure closure or coherence avoid 
logical contradictions in rejecting hypotheses. 
Šidàk Based Multiple Comparison Procedures 
 As stated above, when independent comparisons are made the familywise Type I 
error rate inflation may be calculated using Equation 1.  Equation 1 may be rewritten as: 
1/' 1 (1 ) C    ,      (2) 
where α’ is the adjusted alpha level, α is the desired familywise Type I error rate, and C is 
the number of comparisons to be made.  This equation is called Šidàk’s equation and it 
controls for the familywise Type I error rate inflation (Šidàk’s, 1967).  For example, 
suppose a researcher was making four comparisons and wanted to maintain the 
familywise α at .05.  Šidàk’s equation would produce an α’ of .0127.  P-values from all 
four t-tests for independence with pooled variances would be compared to an α’ of .0127 
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to test for significance, as opposed to the nominal value of .05.  This approach may be 
used with any appropriate statistical test, given the appropriate research question and data 
distribution.   
Šidàk’s equation maintains strong Type I error control but assumes that all 
comparisons are independent of one another.  This is due to Šidàk’s equation being 
derived from the equation to calculate the familywise Type I error rate.  A benefit of 
Šidàk’s equation, and all equations derived from it, is that it may be used for categorical 
and ordinal data in addition to continuous data (Ludbrook, 1998).  However, because 
Šidàk’s equation involves the use of a fractional power, it fell out of favor in the pre-
computer days (Abdi, 2010).  In addition, Šidàk’s procedure is a conservative method in 
that it controls the Type I error rate inflation at a value less than α (Abdi, 2010).   
 Dunn (1961) popularized a computationally simpler method of controlling the 
familywise Type I error rate via Bonferroni’s inequality (Bonferroni, 1936). This is 
alternatively called Boole’s inequality or Dunn’s approximation (Dunn, 1961).  
Bonferroni’s inequality is the first linear term of the Taylor series expansion of the Šidàk 
equation (Abdi, 2010).  Bonferroni’s inequality may be written as: 
'
C

   ,     (3) 
where α’ is the adjusted alpha level, α is the desired familywise Type I error rate and C is 
the number of comparisons to be made.  After obtaining p-values, Bonferroni’s procedure 
also may be used to directly adjust p-values by multiplying the p-values by the number of 
comparisons.  The same result will be obtained whether α or the p-values are adjusted.  
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Bonferroni’s inequality and Šidàk’s equations are linked together by the following 
inequality: 
1/1 (1 ) C
C

    ,    (4) 
This inequality states that the adjusted α produced by Šidàk’s equation will 
always be greater than or equal to the adjusted α produced by Bonferroni’s inequality.   In 
other words Šidàk’s equation will always be more powerful than Bonferroni’s inequality 
(Abdi, 2010).  Empirical evidence, however, suggests the difference in power is very 
small (Abdi, 2010).  Since at least 1991, the National Center for Education Statistics has 
preferred using the Bonferroni procedure when controlling for Type I error inflation 
(Ahmed, 1991).  As is the case with Šidàk’s equation, Bonferroni’s inequality maintains 
strong Type I error control.  Bonferroni’s procedure also guarantees the closure of 
hypotheses (Wright, 1992).  Like Šidàk’s equation, Bonferroni’s inequality assumes 
independence of comparisons, is a conservative procedure, and, as a result, is 
underpowered (Abdi, 2010).  When adjusting p-values, Bonferroni’s inequality may 
produce adjusted p-values that are greater than 1, which is not a legitimate result.  This 
occurs when many comparisons are being made.  If this is the case, the researcher should 
round the value down to 1 (Abdi, 2010). 
 Sture Holm (1979) used Bonferroni’s inequality to develop a more powerful 
multiple comparison procedure.  Holm’s procedure is a sequential approach for 
controlling the familywise Type I error rate.  To perform Holm’s procedure, one obtains 
the p-values from a family of statistical tests.  In the pairwise comparison situation, a p-
value would be taken from each independent samples t-test.  As with Šidàk’s and 
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Bonferroni’s procedures, these values may be obtained from a variety of statistical tests, 
including t-tests, ANOVA F-tests, or chi-square tests (Holland & Copenhaver, 1988).   
Holm’s approach begins with the ordering of the statistical test’s p-values from 
smallest to largest.  The first p-value is then compared to 
𝛼
𝐶
.  If this p-value is larger than 
𝛼
𝐶
 , then the null hypothesis is retained along with all subsequent null hypotheses and the 
procedure is terminated.  However, if this p-value is smaller 
𝛼
𝐶
 , then the comparison’s 
null hypothesis is rejected and the next largest p-value is then compared to 
𝛼
𝐶−1
.  If this 
hypothesis is rejected, the next largest p-value is compared to 
𝛼
𝐶−2
.  These comparisons 
continue until a null hypothesis is retained or the smallest p-value is compared to α 
(Holm, 1979).  Like Bonferroni’s procedure, Holm’s procedure can also modify p-values 
directly by multiplying the p-value by the adjusted C-i+1, where i is an index of the step 
associated with the p-value.  For instance, if ten comparisons are being made and one 
wished to adjust the third smallest p-value, the researcher would multiple that p-value by 
10-3+1. Holm’s procedure will always be more powerful than Bonferroni’s inequality 
(Aiken, 1996).  In addition, Holm’s procedure makes no distributional assumptions, 
logical assumptions about the hierarchy of the hypotheses to be tested, and does not 
assume independence of comparisons (Seaman et al., 1991).  As a result, Holm’s 
procedure may be used whenever a p-value is available or as Seaman et al. (1991) stated 
it may be used in a “virtually limitless variety of inferential statistical contexts” (p. 585).  
Holm’s procedure does share with Bonferroni’s inequality the undesirable attribute of 
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occasionally producing adjusted p-values greater than 1.  As with Bonferroni’s 
inequality, in these cases the value should be rounded down to 1.   
The Holm’s procedure may be modified to include Šidàk’s equation (Abdi, 2010).  
This is called the Šidàk-Holm’s procedure and is slightly more powerful than Holm’s 
procedure and will not produce adjusted p-values greater than 1. In addition to Holm’s 
and Šidàk-Holm procedures, there are several other multiple comparison procedures that 
are derived from the Bonferroni inequality, such as, Hochberg’s, Hommel’s, and 
Shaffer’s procedures. 
Other Multiple Comparison Procedures 
 The myriad of multiple comparison procedures can be placed into several non-
mutually exclusive categories.  A brief review of these categories is discussed below.  
Common properties that will be discussed are whether or not the multiple comparison 
procedure is used a priori, whether the Type I error rate is controlled for sequentially or 
simultaneously, whether the procedure is protected through an omnibus test statistic, 
whether the procedure makes logical or distributional assumptions about the data or 
hypotheses to be tested, and whether the procedures utilize more advanced statistical 
methods.  Holm’s procedure falls into several of these categories.   
 A priori vs. post hoc. 
The easiest method is to adjust α to a more stringent rejection criterion (Gravetter 
& Wallnau, 2008).  For example, each comparison may be evaluated at .001 as opposed 
to .01 or .05.  Using a more stringent α will decrease the power of the statistical test, 
because a more stringent α necessitates more evidence in order to find a significant 
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difference.  However, setting a more stringent α does not guarantee that the Type I error 
rate will be equal to α.   
An alternative procedure is to create a set of independent contrasts comparing 
hypotheses a priori (Hays, 1994).  In order to test these planned contrasts, a set of 
weights are to each mean.  The values of the weights are chosen such that interesting 
comparisons can be made among the means.  The sum of the weights multiplied by the 
group means is the estimated comparison value.  An omnibus F statistic may be 
constructed from the estimated comparison value and used to test whether there is a 
significant difference between the planned comparisons.  
Assuming orthogonal contrasts, the Type I error rate will be maintained at α for 
all contrasting hypotheses.  Comparisons are said to be orthogonal of one another if, 
assuming equal sample sizes, the sum of the products of weights assigned to each 
comparison is equal to zero (Hays, 1994).  A drawback to a priori or planned 
comparisons is that the number of independent comparisons that can be made is limited 
to the number of group means minus one (Toothaker, 1993).  Planned comparisons also 
assume equal variances between comparisons (Hays, 1994).  Non-orthogonal a priori 
contrasts do not maintain the Type I error rate at α, because the comparison being made is 
based on redundant information already gathered from a previous comparison (Hays, 
1994).  Unfortunately, making all pairwise comparisons among a set of means will lead 
to non-orthogonal comparisons.   
More commonly, multiple comparison procedures are employed after the analysis 
has been conducted or post hoc.  This refers to the evaluation of comparisons after an 
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omnibus test statistic.  Holm’s procedure, and likewise Šidàk’s and Bonferroni’s 
procedure, are post hoc procedures. 
Simultaneous vs. sequential. 
Multiple comparison procedures that correct for inflated Type I errors in one step 
are known as simultaneous procedures.  Simultaneous multiple comparison procedures 
use a single α’for all pairwise comparisons.  Simultaneous procedures tend to be some of 
the oldest multiple comparison procedures (Toothaker, 1993).  Examples of simultaneous 
multiple comparisons include Bonferroni’s procedure, Tukey’s Honest Significant 
Difference test (HSD), and Šidàk’s procedure. On the other hand, a sequential procedure 
is any procedure that tests two or more stages of a hypothesis or a procedure that depends 
on a statistic other than the comparison itself (Seaman, Levin, & Serlin, 1991; Toothaker, 
1993).  An example of an older sequential multiple comparison procedure is the 
Newman-Keuls and Ryan (REGWQ) procedures.  In general, sequential procedures are 
more powerful than simultaneous procedures (Seaman et al., 1991; Strassburger & Bretz, 
2008).  Further, the majority of sequential procedures utilize the closure property of 
hypothesis testing (Westfall & Wolfinger, 2000).  Holm’s procedure is a sequential 
procedure.   
Step-up vs. step-down. 
Sequential procedures may either be step-up or step down procedures (Brown & 
Russell, 1995). Step-down procedures begin by comparing the smallest p-value to α’ and, 
assuming rejection of the null hypothesis, iteratively compare each subsequently larger p-
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value to α’ until a null hypothesis is retained.  Holm’s procedure is an example of a step-
down procedure.   
Step up procedures compare the largest p-value to α’ and, assuming retention of 
the null hypothesis, continue iteratively to the next largest p-value until a null hypothesis 
is rejected.  Step-up procedures are based off the Simes’ equality (1986) that states that 
for independent comparisons: 
𝑝(𝑖) >
𝑖𝛼
𝐶
= 1 − 𝛼 ,    (5) 
where i is an integer between 1 and C corresponding to the rank-ordered p-values and C 
is the number of comparisons to be made.  However, Simes’ equality itself has weak 
control of the Type I error rate (Levin, 1996).  The step-up procedures based on Simes’ 
equality have demonstrated strong control of Type I error rate (Klockars & Hancock, 
1992).   
Because in sequential procedures the decision to reject or retain a hypothesis is 
dependent upon the decisions of previous hypotheses, it is difficult to form confidence 
intervals (Strassburger & Bretz, 2008).  However, some researchers have developed 
mathematically complex methods to estimate confidence intervals for sequential 
procedures (Gilbaud, 2007; Serlin, 1993; Strassburger & Bretz, 2008), but these 
confidence intervals are not often used.     
Monte Carlo simulation studies have demonstrated that step-up procedures are 
empirically more powerful than step-down procedures, particularly when a large number 
of null hypotheses are false (Dunnett & Tamhane, 1992; Hochberg & Tamhane, 1987; 
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Horn, 1994).  The difference in power between step-down and step-up procedures 
increases with the number of hypotheses to be tested (Dunnett & Tamhane, 1992).   
Protected vs. unprotected. 
A multiple comparison procedure is said to be protected if a separate significant 
omnibus statistic is necessary before the procedure can be utilized (Seaman et al., 1991).  
For instance, when testing for all pairwise comparisons in a one-way ANOVA setting, a 
significant omnibus F test may be necessary first.  This omnibus test indicates that at 
least one pairwise comparison is significant.  In the above example, the omnibus F test 
would indicate that at least one region of the country had a significantly different mean 
GPA than other regions.  The purpose of the multiple comparison procedure would be to 
identify which individual region mean GPA differed from the mean GPA of the other 
regions.   
If no separate omnibus test statistic is needed, then the multiple comparison 
procedure is said to be unprotected.  In general, protected multiple comparison 
procedures are more powerful than unprotected procedures (Seaman, Levin, & Serlin, 
1991).  Tukey’s HSD test is an example of a protected test while Fisher’s unprotected 
Least Significant Difference (LSD) is an example of an unprotected test (Seaman, Levin, 
& Serlin, 1991). Holm’s procedure may be used either as a protected test or as an 
unprotected test, but the protected version is preferred due to the additional power gains. 
Additional assumptions. 
The power of multiple comparison procedures may be increased if the researcher 
can make assumptions about the distribution of the data and/or the interrelationships 
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among the family of hypotheses.  Knowledge of the interrelationships among a family of 
hypotheses allows the researcher to account for the maximum number of hypotheses that 
can be true given the hypotheses that have already been rejected (Donoghue, 1998).  
Other equations make use of Simes’ equality that necessitates the assumption of 
independence of comparisons (Klockars & Hancock, 1992).  This is also known as the 
assumption of positive dependency (Wright, 1993).  Holm’s procedure makes none of 
these additional assumptions and as a result may be more flexible than other multiple 
comparison procedures in the scenarios in which it may be used (Bender & Lange, 2001; 
Wright, 1993).  Shaffer (1986), Hochberg (1988), and Hommel (1988) developed 
procedures that are derived from Bonferroni’s or Holm’s procedure but these procedures 
do make these additional assumptions.  These procedures are all more powerful than 
Holm’s procedure when these additional assumptions are met.   
Like Holm’s procedure, Shaffer’s procedure is a step-down test in which the 
smallest p-value is compared to 
𝛼
𝐶
 , and if this first hypothesis is retained, then all 
subsequent hypotheses are retained.  If the first hypothesis is rejected, then all subsequent 
hypotheses are evaluated against α divided by the remaining number of possible true 
hypotheses (Klockars & Hancock, 1992; Shaffer, 1986).  Shaffer’s procedure “takes into 
account the interrelationships among hypotheses, accommodating for the logical 
implication of the rejection of hypotheses on the truth of those subsequent within the 
testing order” (Klockars & Hancock, 1992, p. 506).  This procedure assumes that at least 
one hypothesis is false and, as a result, will be inaccurate when all hypotheses are true 
(Klockars & Hancock, 1992).  However, Shaffer’s procedure will be more powerful than 
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Holm’s procedure if the interrelationships between the hypotheses are known (Klockars 
& Hancock, 1992; Shaffer, 1986).  If the interrelationships are unknown, then Shaffer’s 
procedure reduces to Holm’s procedure (Donoghue, 1998). 
Hochberg’s (1988) procedure is identical to Holm’s procedure except that it is a 
step-up procedure rather than a step-down procedure.  Therefore, the decision-making 
processes starts with comparing the largest p-value to α.  If this hypothesis is retained, 
then the procedure is terminated and all subsequent hypotheses are retained.  However, if 
this hypothesis is rejected, then the second largest comparison is evaluated against 
𝛼
2
 .  
This process continues until a hypothesis is retained.  Because step-down procedures are 
generally less powerful than step-up methods, Holm’s procedure is less powerful than 
Hochberg’s procedure.  Any hypothesis rejected by Holm’s procedure will always be 
rejected by Hochberg’s procedure (Dunnett & Tamhane, 1992; Hochberg, 1988).  
However, the power differences tend to be negligible (Olejnik et al., 1997).   
Hommel’s (1988) procedure is a step-up method that contains several other 
logical decision steps, thus making it a more complex procedure then both Holm’s and 
Hochberg’s procedures.  Detailing these logical decisions is beyond the scope of this 
paper.  The details of Hommel’s procedure can be found in the paper by Hommel (1988).  
Hommel’s procedure has been shown to be more powerful than Hochberg’s procedure, 
and consequently Holm’s procedure (Klockars & Hancock, 1992).  There are doubts if 
the power increase is worth the additional complexity of the procedure (Klockars & 
Hancock, 1992).   
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Many popular classical multiple comparison procedures, such as Tukey’s HSD, 
Newman-Keuls, or Fisher-Hayter Fishers LSD are based upon the Studentized range 
statistic (Kromrey & La Rocca, 1995) and therefore make assumptions about the 
normality of the data (Levin, 1996; Ludbrook, 1998). As a result, these procedures are 
most appropriate for continuous data (Ludbrook, 1998).  When the assumption of 
normality is met these procedures, particularly Tukey’s HSD, may be more powerful than 
Holm’s procedure. However, when these distributional assumptions are not met these 
procedures may not maintain strong control of the Type I error rate (Toothaker, 1993).   
Bonferroni and Bonferroni-based procedures, including Holm’s procedure, do not 
make distributional assumptions (Ludbrook, 1998).  However, there are still concerns 
about whether Bonferroni-based procedures are robust to violations of the assumptions 
underlying the omnibus test statistic test (Kromrey & La Rocca, 1995; Ludbrook, 1998).  
Numerous studies have explored this question (Kromrey & La Rocca, 1995; Ramsey et 
al., 2010) and are discussed below.  If these assumptions are violated a more robust 
omnibus test statistic should be used (Ludbrook, 1998).   
More advanced methods. 
 In addition to the multiple comparison procedures discussed above, there are a 
variety of procedures that use more advanced statistical methods, including resampling, 
Bayesian, mixture and graphic techniques to control for the Type I error rate inflation 
(Brown & Russell, 1995).  The resampling procedures take advantage of the correlational 
structure of the test statistic and as a result are more powerful than non-resampling 
procedures (Bender & Lange, 2001).  The graphical techniques plot the adjusted p-values 
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and alpha.  A horizontal line represents alpha and any adjusted p-value above this line is 
declared significant (Brown & Russell, 1995).  Mixture methods assume that there is a 
mixture of uniform non-significant p-values and an unknown distribution of significant p-
values (Brown & Russell, 1995).  These newer procedures are more conceptually and 
computationally complex than Bonferroni-based procedures.  A more in depth discussion 
of these procedures can be found in papers by Brown and Russell (1995) and Farcomeni 
(2008). 
Factors Affecting the Power of MCPs 
 As can be seen from above, Holm’s procedure is an attractive multiple 
comparison procedure due to its lack of complexity and flexibility of use.  Also, Holm’s 
procedure has several other desirable qualities, such as, demonstrating the closure of the 
set hypotheses.  In addition, when the assumptions underlying the tests are met Holm’s 
procedure maintains strong Type I error control.  While other procedures are more 
powerful than Holm’s procedure when theoretical assumptions, such as normality and 
group independence, are met data collected in the real world are often not so clean 
(Micceri, 1989).  As a result, Holm’s procedure has been recommended for general use 
by several authors (Guilbaud, 2007, Seaman, Levin, & Serlin, 1991).  However, like all 
multiple comparison procedures, the Holm’s procedure’s ability to maintain strong Type 
I error while maximizing its power to detect true differences is subject to several factors. 
  These factors can be broadly broken down into two categories.  The first 
category refers mostly to research design factors such as the number of groups to be 
compared or the correlations between those groups.  In general, factors in this category 
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tend to be predictable in their effect on multiple comparison procedures.  The second 
category is better defined as the violation of a test statistic’s assumptions.  These factors 
are less studied and consequently are of more interest.  Below is a review of both 
categories of factors that affect the power of multiple comparison procedures, particularly 
Holm’s procedure.  Many of the studies cited below investigated multiple factors and 
thus appear several times.  Rather than review the complete methodology of a study 
every time it appears, a summary of each study is presented in appendix A. 
Design factors.  
 The Type I error control and power of multiple comparison procedures are 
affected by the design of the study.  Often, there are practical concerns that may affect the 
performance of multiple comparison procedures.  These factors may be due to the 
research setting, sampling difficulties, or poor research design.  Some of the most 
common factors are discussed below. 
Type of power.  
As stated above, there are three general definitions of power.  While researchers 
typically do not test for per-pair power, the results of a study may vary substantially 
depending on whether any-pair or all-pair power was examined.  A researcher should 
decide which power to test for based on the purpose of the study.  If the study is 
exploratory, it may be of more interest to test for any-pair power than all-pair power 
because the researcher is interested in discovery.  In confirmatory studies, all-pair power 
may be more interesting than any-pair power because the researcher is more interested in 
reproducing known relationships.   
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When evaluating the effectiveness of several multiple comparison procedures via 
simulation study, researchers often test for both any-pair and all-pair power.  These 
studies show that multiple comparison procedures demonstrate more any-pair power than 
all-pair power (Kromrey & La Rocca, 1995, Olejnik et al., 1997).  It should be noted that 
the difference between any-pair and all-pair power is mitigated to a certain degree by the 
number of false null hypotheses in a set of hypotheses (Olejnik et al., 1997).  That is, the 
difference between any-pair and all-pair power increases with the number of false null 
hypotheses. 
Alpha. 
The level to which α is set affects a procedure’s power to detect significant mean 
differences with higher levels of α resulting in more power procedures.  Smaller values of 
α make it more difficult for a multiple comparison procedure to reject the null hypothesis. 
Olejnik et al. (1997) compared the Type I error and power for the following 
multiple comparison procedures:  The Bonferroni, Holm, Shaffer, Hommel, Hochberg, 
and Rom procedures.  Alpha was set to .05 or .20.  The authors found that all the 
procedures maintained the Type I error rate at .05 when α was set to .05 and were 
conservative in maintaining the Type I error rate when α was set to .20.  The authors also 
found that, in general, the multiple comparison procedures were more powerful when α 
was set to .20 than when it was set to .05.  The authors found an interaction between α 
and the number of groups in detecting any-pair power.  Holm’s procedure had higher 
any-pair power when α was set to .05, then when it was set to .20 and when 4 means 
were compared.  However, the opposite was true when 6 groups were compared.   
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Kromrey and La Rocca (1995) examine the Type I error rate control for the 
following multiple comparison procedures:  The Peritz, Ryan-Welch, Newman-Keuls, 
Fisher-Hayter, Tukey, Hochberg, Holms-Shaffer, Holms, and Bonferroni procedures.  
Alpha was set to .01, .05, or .10.  All procedures maintained strong Type I error control at 
each levels of α and there was no discernable power difference for any level of α.   
Unequal sample sizes.  
Multiple comparison procedures based upon the Studentized range distribution 
often assume equal group sizes.  As a result, the presence of unequal sample sizes can 
affect some classical multiple comparison procedure’s ability to maintain the specified 
Type I error rate.  For example, unequal sample sizes have been shown to affect Tukey’s 
WSD and Fisher’s LSD (Games & Howell, 1976; Games, Keselman, & Rogan, 1981).  
Further, Bonferroni-based procedures may be used in unbalanced situations to correct p-
values from statistics that assume equal sample sizes.  If these p-values are not accurate 
before applying a multiplicity correction, the adjusted p-values may not be accurate (Gao, 
Alvo, Chen, & Li, 2008).  So while Holm’s procedure does not directly take into account 
group sizes, the Type I error control and power of Holm’s procedure may be affected by 
the robustness of the underlying statistical test.  In the pairwise comparison case these 
methods are often based on the independent samples t-test that assumes equal sample 
sizes.  However, researchers have not investigated the effects of unequal sample sizes on 
Holm’s procedure. 
Hsiung and Olejnik (1994) examined the Type I error rate control of 6 multiple 
comparison procedures:  The Games and Howell, Dunnett T3, Dunnett C, Holand and 
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Copenhaver, Shaffer S, and Shaffer S1.  The Games and Howell method was the only 
procedure that failed to maintain the Type I error rate at α, which was set to .05.  This 
was true for both equal and unequal sample sizes.  The unequal sample size condition did 
not affect the Type I error control of the other 5 procedures.   
Sample size. 
Another issue that may affect multiple comparison procedures is the size of the 
sample.  As seen below, it has been demonstrated in numerous studies that power 
increases with the size of the sample. 
In the previously mentioned study by Olejnik et al. (1997) sample sizes were 
manipulated to range from 10 to 100 in intervals of 10.  These authors consistently found 
that the all-pair and any-pair power increased with sample size for all multiple 
comparison procedures (i.e., Bonferroni, Holm, Shaffer, Hommel, Hochberg, and Rom 
procedures).  
Seaman et al. (1991) examined the power of the Bonferroni, Tukey, Holm’s, 
Fisher’s LSD, Fisher Hayter, Ryan-Welsch, Newman Keuls, Duncan, Shaffer, Peritz, and 
Ramsey procedures.  The authors manipulated sample sizes to be 10, 15, or 19 and found 
that the power for all multiple comparison procedures increased with sample size.   
Kromrey and La Rocca (1995), in the study stated above, varied sample sizes to 
be 10, 15, or 19.  They found that both all-pair and any-pair power increased as sample 
size increased for the Peritz, Ryan-Welch, Newman-Keuls, Fisher-Hayter, Tukey, 
Hochberg, Holms-Shaffer, Holms, and Bonferroni procedures.   
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Ramsey (1981) examined the following multiple comparison procedures:  Tukey, 
Welsch step-down, Welsch step-up, Peritz-Q, Newman-Keuls-Q, Shaffer-Welsch-FQ, 
Ryan-F, Peritz-F, Model testing F, and Newman Keuls-F tests.  Sample sizes were set to 
be 5, 6, or 7.  Ramsey found that both any-pair and all-pair increased with sample size. 
Ramsey et al. (2010) examined the power differences of the Tukey, Hayter-
Fisher, Games-Howell, Peritz-F, and Peritz-Alexander-Govern procedures.  The sample 
sizes were set to be 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 15.  The authors found no effect of sample size 
on maintenance of the Type I error rate but found that both all-pair and any-pair power 
increased with the sample size.  
The previously mentioned study by Hsiung and Olejnik (1994) examined the 
power differences of the Games and Howell, Dunnett T3, Dunnett C, Holland and 
Copenhaver, and Shaffer procedures.  The sample sizes were set to either 11 or 25.  The 
authors found that per-pair, any-pair, and all-pair power increased with the sample size. 
Patterns of mean differences. 
A variety of mean configurations may be present in a study (Ramsey et al., 2010).  
In simulation studies, common mean configurations include the minimum range, the 
maximum range, the single extreme mean, the equally spaced means, and the equally 
spaced null pairs configuration.   
Both the minimum and maximum range configurations utilize the F distribution 
(Ryan, 1981).  The minimum range configuration places the minimum and maximum 
mean as close together as possible such that: 
1 /2
/2
... ,
...
k
k k
f
f
  
  
   
  
     (6) 
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The maximum range configuration spaces the means such that: 
1/2
1
2 1
1/2
( / 2) ,
... 0,
( / 2)
k
k
k f
k f
 
 
 

 
  

     (7) 
where k is equal to the number of groups and f is a value specified by the researcher from 
the F distribution. 
The single extreme mean configuration has (k-1) μi identical means and μk 
different means.  In a scenario where there are 4 groups, 3 group means would be equal 
and 1 would be different.  The result of this configuration is that true differences are 
likely to have a large effect size.   
Another common configuration is the equally spaced means configuration 
(Ramsey, 1981).  In the equally spaced means configuration, all adjacent means differ by 
the same amount.  For example, with 3 groups the smallest mean would be .5 less than 
the next smallest group mean.  The second smallest group mean would be .5 less than the 
largest group mean.  The equally spaced means configuration is useful because this 
configuration allows the researcher to manipulate small and large effects.  Desired effect 
sizes may be simulated from the equally spaced means configuration (Ramsey et al., 
2010). 
A final configuration is the equally spaced null pair configuration (Ramsey, 
1981).  In this configuration the means are divided into two groups.  Each group consists 
of means that are equal to one another but different from the other group of means.   
Ramsey (1981) examined the power differences of 10 multiple comparison 
procedures over the equally spaced means, the equally spaced null pairs, and the 
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minimum and maximum range configurations.  The procedures examined were the 
Tukey, Welsch step-down, Welsch step-up, Peritz-Q, Newman-Keuls-Q, Shaffer-Welsch-
FQ, Ryan-F, Peritz-F, Model testing F, and Newman Keuls-F tests.  All procedures 
maintained the Type I error rate at α, set at .05, except the two Newman-Keuls 
procedures.  The author found that all procedures had more any-pair power in the 
maximum range configuration than in the minimum range configuration. Ramsey found 
that all procedures had greater all-pair power in the minimum range configuration than in 
the maximum and equally spaced configurations.   
Ramsey et al. (2010) studied the power of the Tukey, Hayter-Fisher, Games-
Howell, Peritz-F, and Peritz-Alexander-Govern procedures.  The author simulated the 
mean configuration be either the minimum range or single extreme mean configuration.  
When sample sizes were small, 5 or 10, the procedures generally demonstrated more any-
pair power in the minimum range configuration than in the single extreme mean 
configuration.  When the sample size was set to 15, the procedures generally 
demonstrated more any-pair power in the single extreme mean configuration than in the 
minimum range configuration.  A similar pattern was seen with all-pair power.   
In the above mentioned study by Seaman et al. (1991), the authors did not 
explicitly name which pattern of mean configuration was studied.  For a given number of 
groups, the authors included every possible pattern of mean difference.  Table 1 
demonstrates this for 3 means.  Because the authors’ primary goal was to detect power 
differences between multiple comparison procedures, Seaman et al. did not report the 
differences in power due to the pattern of mean differences.   
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Table 2.  
Mean Configurations with 3 Groups 
 
µ1 µ2 µ3 
 
 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
 
 
0.0000 0.0000 1.0210 
 
 
0.0000 0.3859 1.1577 
   0.0000 0.5895 1.1790   
 
Kromrey and La Rocca (1995), also introduced above, used the same pattern of 
mean configurations as Seaman et al. (1991).  Like the Seaman et al. study, the authors 
did not explicitly state how different patterns of mean differences affected the power of 
the various multiple comparison procedures. 
Number of false hypotheses. 
Rather than setting specific mean configurations, some researchers have simply 
increased the number of false hypotheses. Previous research has demonstrated that as the 
number of false null hypotheses increases, the any-pair power of a multiple comparison 
procedure should increase as well.  On the other hand, as the number of false null 
hypotheses increases, the all-pair power of multiple comparison procedures should 
decrease.   
In the Olejnik et al. (1997) study, the authors varied the number of false null 
hypotheses from 1 false hypothesis to all null hypotheses being false.  The multiple 
comparison procedures studied in this study are cited above.  The authors varied the 
number of false null hypotheses over 4 and 6 groups.  In the 4 groups condition, the 
number of false null hypotheses was 1, 2, 4, or 6.  In the 6 group conditions, the number 
of false null hypotheses was 1, 5, 10, or 15.  They found that all-pair power decreased as 
the number of false null hypotheses increased, regardless of the number of groups being 
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compared.  In addition, any-pair power increased as the number of false null hypotheses 
increased, regardless of the number of groups being compared.   
Brown and Russell (1997) studied the Type I error control of 17 multiple 
procedures including the Holm’s, Hochberg, mixture methods and graphical procedures.  
The authors examined the effect of the proportion of false hypotheses on the power of 
several multiple comparison procedures.  Holm’s procedure was included in this study.  
The proportion of false hypotheses was varied between 0, .20, and .80.  As the proportion 
of false hypotheses increased, so did the familywise error rate.   
Klockars and Hancock (1992) examined the effect of the number of false null 
hypotheses on 5 Bonferroni-based multiple comparison procedures: the Holm’s, 
Hochberg, Hommel, Shaffer, and modified stage wise procedures.   The number of fall 
null hypotheses varied between 1 and all possible hypotheses.  The authors found that as 
the number of false hypotheses increases, the all-pair power of all 5 procedures 
increases.   
Number of comparisons/means. 
There has been some ambiguity as to whether the number of groups being 
compared affects Type I error rate control and power.  It appears that the number of 
groups does not affect the Type I error control but it may affect the power to detect true 
differences.  Specifically, there appears to be a three-way interaction between the type of 
power being tested for, the number of means, and the number of false hypotheses.   
At least one study has found that the number of means to be tested had no effect 
on power (Klockars & Hancock, 1992).  This study only considered the conditions of 4 
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groups versus 5 groups.  However, in the above mentioned study by Kromrey and La 
Rocca (1995) the authors found that Holm’s procedure became more conservative as the 
number of comparisons to be made increased.  The same study also demonstrated that 
both any-pair and all-pair power to detect true mean differences decreased with number 
of comparisons. 
In the study by Olejnik et al. (1997) the authors considered 4 and 6 groups.  
Holm’s procedure was included in this study.  They found negligible Type I error control 
difference between the two number of groups levels.  However, the all-pair and any-pair 
power was greater when there were 4 groups rather than 6 groups. 
The previously mentioned study by Ramsey (1981) compared 4 groups to 6 
groups.  Unfortunately, the results were not interpretable because the authors did not 
present the main effect of group size on the power of the multiple comparison 
procedures.   
In the study stated above, Seaman et al. (1991) manipulated the number of means 
to be 3, 4 and 5.  Seaman et al. found that all-pair and any-pair power decreased as the 
number of groups increased. 
To summarize, all pair power tends to increase when a fewer number of groups 
are being compared and the number of false hypotheses is small compared to the number 
of groups being compared.  On the other hand, any-pair power tends to increase when the 
number of groups being compared is large and the number of false hypotheses is large. 
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Effect size.   
In the current context the unstandardized effect size refers to the magnitude of 
difference between two sample means (Cohen, 1988).  The standardized effect size is the 
difference between two means divided by the within population standard deviation 
(Cohen, 1988).  The standardized effect size is preferred because it provides a common 
metric between scales (Cohen, 1988). However, when the within population standard 
deviation is one, the standardized and unstandardized effect sizes are equal to one 
another.  Cohen (1988) established guidelines for what constitutes a small, moderate, or 
large effect size.  He suggested that effect sizes of .2 indicate a small effect size, .5 
indicates a moderate effect size, and .8 indicates a large effect size.  By using a 
simulation study, and varying the effect size one may examine the power of multiple 
comparison procedures.  
The two studies by Ramsey, introduced above, investigated effect size.  Ramsey 
(1981) varied the effect size to be between values of .4, .5, .6, or .7.  As effect size 
increased, so did the any-pair and all-pair power of all multiple comparison procedures.  
Subsequently, Ramsey et al. (2010) simulated the configuration of mean differences to 
have small, medium, or large effect sizes.  The authors found that the any-pair and all-
pair power of all multiple comparison procedures increased as the effect size increased. 
Seaman et al. (1991) varied effect size by specifying group means so that, for a 
given sample size, the power of an omnibus F would take on values of .60, .80, and .90.  
These values were the small, medium and large effect size conditions.  The authors found 
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that any-pair power for all procedures increased as the magnitude the effect size 
increased. 
Brown and Russell (1997) examined the power of multiple comparison 
procedures when the effect sized varied between .5 and .9.  The found the power to detect 
true differences increased with the effect size. 
Klockars and Hancock (1992) studied the any-pair and all-pair power of four 
multiple comparison procedures across several levels of effect size.  Holm’s procedure’s 
power to detect true differences increased in accordance with the effect size; this was true 
with the other procedures as well.   
Statistical assumptions 
As stated above, Holm’s procedure may be used to adjust either α or, 
equivalently, the p-values obtain from a statistical test.  These statistical tests have 
assumptions that must be met.  Violation of these assumptions may affect the accuracy of 
the p-values, which in turn would affect the Type I error control and power of Holm’s 
procedure.  When testing whether a continuous variable differs between two groups; the 
independent t-test is a commonly used statistic (SAS Institute, 2010).  This is the test 
statistic that will be used for this paper.  
The independent samples t-test has several assumptions: independence of 
observations, homogeneity of variance in the populations of interest, and a normally 
distributed continuous dependent variable.  Violating any of these assumptions may lead 
to unreliable statistics and incorrect inferences (Gravetter & Wallnau, 2008).    The 
following is a review of studies in which the assumptions of the independent samples t-
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test were manipulated to examine the Type I error control and power of several multiple 
comparison procedures. 
Independence of observations. 
The independent samples t-test assumes that all participants in a study were 
sampled independently of one another.  This assumption can be extended to assuming 
that group means are independent of one another.  Because step-up sequential multiple 
comparisons are based on the Simes’ equality, which assumes independence of 
comparisons, it is reasonable to suggest that dependence or correlation between the 
means of groups should affect the Type I error control and power.  However, there has 
also been conflicting evidence about whether Bonferroni’s procedure is affected by the 
dependence between means (Ludbrook, 1998).  Two studies, both introduced above, 
investigated the consequences of violating this assumption. 
Olejnik et al. (1997) manipulated the dependence between means to be correlated 
at either .4 or .6.  They found that, Holm’s procedure was more powerful when the means 
were correlated at .6 than at .4. 
Brown and Russell (1997) varied the correlation between means.  The authors set 
the correlation at 0, .5, and .9.  The degree of correlation between means had a negligible 
effect on the familywise error rate.  In addition, Holm’s procedure maintained strong 
control of the Type I error rate over all conditions of correlated hypotheses.   
Homogeneity of variance.  
The independent samples t-test statistic assumes that the groups being compared 
come from populations with equal variances.  This is known as the homogeneity of 
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variance assumption.  When variance heterogeneity is present, multiple comparison 
procedures may be conservative in controlling the Type I error rate (Games, Keselman, & 
Rogan, 1981).  As a result, multiple comparisons procedures suffer a loss of power when 
the homogeneity of variance assumption is violated.  Previous studies have generally 
shown that even moderate heterogeneity of variance results in weak Type I error control.  
However, Holm’s procedure has only been included in one study investigating the effect 
of variance heterogeneity (Kromrey & La Rocca, 1995). 
Hsiung and Olejnik (1994) tested variance heterogeneity over two conditions of 
group size.  When the number of groups was equal to 4, the variance heterogeneity was 
set to 1:1:1:1, 16:1:1:1, or 1:4:9:16.  When the number of groups was equal to 6, the 
variance condition was set to 1:1:1:1:1:1, 16:1:1:1:1:1, 11:1:1:1:1:16, 1:4:6:9:12:16, or 
16:12:9:6:4:1.  All procedures maintained strong control of the Type I error rate 
regardless over all levels of variance heterogeneity.  When variance heterogeneity was 
present all procedures suffered a substantial loss in power.   
Games and Howell (1976) examined the robustness of three multiple comparison 
procedures when variance heterogeneity was present and sample sizes between groups 
were unequal.  The procedures considered three different critical values for the Tukey’s 
Wholly Significant Difference (WSD) test:  The Kramer statistic, t statistic for 
independent groups (which is equivalent to Fisher’s LSD), and the Behrens-Fisher 
solution.  Four groups were simulated.  Four variance conditions were considered: 
homogeneous variance, two conditions of moderate heterogeneity, and one condition of 
extreme heterogeneity.  The moderate condition had variances of 1:3:5:7 and 1:1:7:7.  
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The high variance heterogeneity condition had variances of 1:1:1:13.  When variance 
heterogeneity was present and sample sizes were equal, all three statistics displayed a 
slightly inflated Type I error.  When heterogeneous variance and unequal samples sizes 
were present the Type I error inflation was much more pronounced for all three methods.  
Kromrey and La Rocca (1995) examined the robustness of several multiple 
comparison procedures to heterogeneous variances.  Kromrey and La Rocca used the 
same variance heterogeneity conditions as Games and Howell (1976).  The Type I error 
rate was not maintained when any variance heterogeneity was present unless α was set to 
be at .10 or above.  Both any-pair and all-pair power decreased as variance heterogeneity 
increased for every multiple comparison procedure. 
Normality.  
 Independent samples t-tests assume that the data are normally distributed in the 
population.  Yet, research has suggested that these tests tend to be robust to minor 
deviations to normality due to the central limit theorem (Gravetter & Wallnau, 2008).  
That being said, research has suggested that non-normality may occur often in data from 
the social sciences (Micceri, 1989).  In Micceri’s study, the author found that a majority 
of social science and psychometric studies contained data that was significantly 
nonnormal, whether through having distorted tails or being multi-modal.   
Nonnormal data may be caused in many ways.  Common causes of nonnormality 
within psychometrics are ceiling or floor effects, multiple undefined populations within a 
sample, and differential variability between items in a measure (Micceri, 1989).  The 
most common nonnormal distributions that Micceri’s study found were uniform, 
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exponential, and double exponential, which approximates a peaked t-distribution with 6 
degrees of freedom.  There is an apparent lack of literature on the topic of controlling the 
Type I error rate with non-normal data.  The reason for the lack of literature on this topic 
may be that, for large samples the central limit theorem ensures that the distribution of 
sample means will be normally distributed (Gravetter & Wallnau. 2011).  As a rule of 
thumb, a sample size of thirty is considered sufficient.  However, nonnormality may have 
a more salient effect when sample sizes are smaller and, as a result, the central limit 
theorem is not applicable.  
Bonferroni-based procedures have been recommended when data are non-
continuous because these procedures have no distributional assumptions (Ludbrook, 
1991).  However, there has been some evidence that the Bonferroni procedure may not 
accurately adjust alpha when non-normality is present (Ahmed, 1991).  As a result, it is 
logical to assume that other Bonferroni based multiple comparison procedures, including 
Holm’s procedure, would be affected by non-normality as well.  However, no one has 
examined the effect of nonnormality on Holm’s procedure. 
Einot and Gabriel (1975) hypothesized that deviations from normality were not 
likely to affect conclusions made from multiple comparison procedures.  In the study 
mentioned above, Ramsey et al. (2010) examined how 5 multiple comparison procedures 
performed when data were nonnormal.  The authors considered 4 distributions: the 
normal, exponential, double exponential and uniform distributions.  Four of the five 
procedures maintained the Type I error rate at α for any distribution when the variance 
was homogenous.  The multiple comparison procedures had the strongest power under 
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the normal distribution.  However, the authors did not explicitly state the effect of an 
individual distribution on the multiple comparison procedures. 
Interaction of multiple violations.  
There is evidence that the combination of variance heterogeneity and 
nonnormality of the data may lead to Type I and Type II error inflation (Ramsey, 
Ramsey, & Barrera, 2010).  However, no one has studied the effect of multiple violations 
of assumptions on Holm’s procedure.  Games & Howell (1976) demonstrated that for 
multiple comparison procedures based on the Studentized range statistic, the interaction 
of variance heterogeneity and unequal sample sizes leads to Type I error rate inflation.  
Also, there is evidence that while most statistical tests are robust to minor to medium 
violations of the assumption of normality, the additional presence of variance 
heterogeneity may lead to inaccurate inferences. 
Ramsey et al. (2010) examined the interaction of variance heterogeneity and 
nonnormality.  The data were manipulated to have a normal, uniform, double exponential 
or exponential distribution.  A variety of variance conditions were simulated for 4 means.  
In the homogenous variance condition, each group’s variance was set to 1.  The 
heterogeneous variances were simulated by multiplying each group’s variance by either 
1, c, c
2
, or c
3
 by c, where c could take on values of 1, 2, 2.5, 3, or 4.  This produced 
variance ratios ranging from the equal variance condition to a ratio between two 
variances as high as 64:1.  When the Type I error rate was averaged over the 3 nonnormal 
data distribution conditions and examined at different levels of variance heterogeneity, 
none of the multiple comparison procedures maintained the Type I error rate at α.  Only 
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one procedure, Tukey’s HSD, maintained the Type I error rate when c was equal to 2 and 
the data were normally distributed.  None of the procedures maintained the Type I error 
rate when c was equal to 2.5 and the data were normally distributed.  All-pair and any-
pair power decreased with variance heterogeneity for all multiple comparison 
procedures.  The authors concluded that the multiple comparison procedures that they 
examined were robust to the nonnormal distributions that Micerri (1989) found in his 
study when the assumption of variance homogeneity held.  When the ratio between 
heterogeneous variances was 1:8 or higher, 4 of the 5 procedures could not maintain 
strong control of the Type I error rate.  No procedures were robust to more extreme 
violations of variance heterogeneity.   
Justification for Current Study 
 Holm’s procedure can be used with a myriad of statistical tests with no restriction 
on the distribution of the data.  However, the effectiveness of Holm’s procedure is 
dependent on the assumptions of the statistical test that it is being used with.  If the 
assumptions are not met for the test, Holm’s procedure may not control the Type I error 
rate at α.  When making pairwise comparisons on a set of hypotheses it is most common 
to compare the p-values obtained from a t-test for independence with pooled variance to a 
Holm’s adjusted α.  This test has the assumptions of variance homogeneity and normally 
distributed data.  When variance heterogeneity is present, this t-test has been shown to be 
inaccurate (Glass, Peckham, & Sanders, 1972).  While this t-test tends to be robust to 
deviations from normality (Glass, Peckham, & Sanders, 1973), it appears that an 
interaction with variance heterogeneity may lead to weak Type I error control and a loss 
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of power (Glass, Peckham, & Sanders, 1973).  However, there is a lack of literature on 
the effectiveness of any multiple comparison procedure, especially the Holm’s procedure, 
when both variance heterogeneity and non-normal data are present.  The purpose of this 
study is to examine the Type I error control and power to detect true mean differences of 
Holm’s procedure when both variance heterogeneity and non-normality are present. 
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Method 
Data Generation  
Previous simulation studies investigating the Type I error rate and power of 
multiple comparison procedures, including Holm’s procedure, differed in the number of 
replications used.  For this study, each condition was replicated 10,000 times.  Four 
groups were simulated resulting in six pairwise comparisons per condition.  The sample 
size for each group was set to 10 and 25.   The correlation between groups was set to be 
zero. 
The all-pair definition of power was used for this study.  Three patterns of mean 
configurations were simulated when testing the all-pairs power of Holm’s procedure.  
The first was the equally spaced means configuration which takes the form: 
12 23 34
; 0
ijD D D D
       ,    (8) 
where, μD refers to the difference between two adjacent means and the subscripts index 
the means being compared.  The second configuration was the equally spaced null pair 
configuration which is defined as 
1 2 3 4       .    (9) 
The final configuration was the single extreme mean configuration, which takes the form: 
1 2 3 4       .    (10) 
The Type I error control and the power of Holm’s procedure was compared over 
four data distributions.  These distributions were the normal, uniform, exponential, and 
double exponential distributions.  For the normal condition data were sampled from 
normal distribution, with a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one by using the 
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PROC RANNOR function in SAS 9.2 (SAS Institute, 2009). Because the other two 
factors being considered in this study involved manipulating the means and variances of 
the distributions, it was important to simulate the non-normal distributions to have the 
same mean and variance as the simulated normal distribution.   
Using a stock SAS function, such as PROC RANUNIF would result in a 
distribution that has a different mean and variance than the normal distribution, 
specifically a mean of .5 and a variance of .0833.  Thus, a transformation of the normal 
distribution condition was used.  The Fleishman power transformation method (1978) is 
one such option for simulating non-normal data.  This method can be used to transform 
data from a normal distribution into pseudo-uniform, exponential and double exponential 
distributions, while maintaining the mean and variance of the original normal 
distribution.  This power transformation method uses a polynomial equation that is 
designed to match the first four moments (mean, variance, skew, and kurtosis) of the 
desired non-normal distributions.  This allows a researcher to transform a normal 
distribution into any distribution with a given skewness and kurtosis within limits.  The 
skew and kurtosis for the uniform distribution are 0 and -1.2, respectively.  For the 
exponential distribution the skew is 2 and the kurtosis is 6 and for the double exponential 
distribution the skew and kurtosis are 0 and 3, respectively.  Fleishman’s power 
transformation polynomial takes the form 
2 3Y a bZ cZ dZ     ,    (11) 
where Y is the transformed non-normal distribution, Z is a normal deviate with a mean of 
zero and variance of one, and a, b, c, and d are the transformation coefficients for the first 
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through fourth moments of the transformed distribution.  Coefficient a is equal to –c.  A 
selection of transformation coefficients were derived by Fleishman (1978) and are 
available in that paper.   
Unfortunately, research has shown that for some combinations of skew and 
kurtosis, Fleishman’s power coefficients may not produce accurate transformations (Chen 
& Tung, 2003).  A rule of thumb is that the Fleishman power coefficients will produce 
reliable transformations when the kurtosis is less than the squared skew of the 
distribution minus two (Demirtas & Hedeker, 2008).  Further, Headrick (2004) derived 
the exact limit for the kurtosis to be -1.1513 when the skew is equal to 0.  The skew and 
kurtosis of the uniform distribution violates both the rule of thumb and Headrick’s limits.  
A simulation study is presented in Appendix B that provides evidence that the Fleishman 
transformation method produces a pseudo-uniform distribution with a smaller kurtosis 
than the standard uniform distribution. 
Headrick (2002) demonstrated that the available range of skew and kurtosis 
combinations could be extended by increasing Fleishman’s transformation polynomial to 
the fifth and sixth moments.  Like Fleishman’s method, the transformed distributions 
maintain the mean and variance of the original normal distribution.  Headrick’s 
polynomial takes the following form 
2 3 4 5Y a bZ cZ dZ eZ fZ       ,    (12) 
where coefficients a through f correspond to transformation coefficients for the first six 
moments of the desired distribution.  It should be noted that coefficient a is no longer 
equal to −𝑐.  The simulation study presented in Appendix B demonstrates that the first 
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four moments of the Headrick transformation were closer to the standard moments, for a 
given distribution, than were the Fleishman transformations.  Headrick provided a table 
of coefficients for common distributions.  This table includes the coefficients for the 
nonnormal distributions simulated in this study.  Thus, Headrick’s power transformation 
was used to transform normal data into uniform, exponential, and double exponential 
distributions by adapting a Monte Carlo simulation Macro written by Fan, Felsóvályi, 
Silvo, and Keenan (2001) in SAS 9.2 (SAS Institute, 2009). 
Independent Variables 
Distribution of the data. 
As stated above, the distributions of the data were manipulated over four 
conditions: Normal, exponential, double exponential, and uniform distributions.  The 
corresponding Headrick coefficients for transforming a normal distribution with a mean 
of zero and variance of 1 are found in Table 3. 
Table 3.  
Skew and Kurtosis Values and Corresponding Fleishman Coefficients 
  
Distribution 
  
Normal Uniform Exponential 
Double 
Exponential 
  
Skew = 0 & 
Kurtosis = 0 
Skew = 0 & Kurtosis 
= -1.2 
Skew = 2 & 
Kurtosis = 6 
Skew = 0 & 
Kurtosis = 3 
C
o
ef
fi
ci
en
ts
 
A 0 0 -0.307740 0 
B 1 1.347438 0.800560 0.727709 
C 0 0 0.318764 0 
D 0 -0.140177 0.033500 0.096303 
E 0 0 -0.003675 0 
F 0 0.001808 0.000159 -0.002232 
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Variance heterogeneity. 
The variances of the groups were manipulated over the four conditions.  For the 
homogeneous variance condition all groups were simulated to have a variance equal to 
one.  In the heterogeneous variance conditions the group’s initial variance, set to one, was 
multiplied by the desired variance.  These were drawn from studies done by Games and 
Howell (1976) and Kromrey and La Rocca (1995).   There were two moderate 
heterogeneous variance conditions and one severe heterogeneous variance conditions.  
The two moderate variance heterogeneity conditions had a ratio of one to four and one to 
seven between the least and most variable group.  The severe variance heterogeneity 
condition was set to have a ratio of one to thirteen between the least and most variable 
groups.  The four variance conditions are summarized in Table 4. 
Table 4.  
Variance Heterogeneity Conditions 
Condition Variance Ratio 
Equal Variance 1:1:1:1 
Moderate 1 1:2:3:4 
Moderate 2 1:3:5:7 
Severe 1:5:9:13 
 
Effect size. 
Effect size was manipulated by varying the mean difference between the four 
groups.  When testing the Type I error control of Holm’s procedure, the four group 
means were set to be equal to zero.  When testing the power of Holm’s procedure, the 
equally spaced means, equally spaced null pairs, and single extreme mean configurations 
were used.  The distance between means was manipulated so that the average of the six 
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mean pairwise comparisons was equal to Cohen’s (1988) guidelines for what constituted 
a small, medium, and large effect size.   
Cohen defined the effect size between two groups as: 
ij
i j
D
 


 ,     (13) 
where 
ijD
  is the pooled standard deviation between the two means being compared.  
Because the effect sizes were calculated under the assumption of variance homogeneity, 
ijD
  is equal to one and Equation 13 reduces to the difference between two means.  The 
small, medium, and large effect conditions were set to be .25, .50, and .75, respectively 
Table 5 lists the means assigned to obtain a given effect size. 
Table 5.  
Effect Sizes 
Effect Sizes Equally Spaced Means Equally Spaced Null Pairs Single Extreme Mean 
0.25 μ1 = 0; μ2 = .15; μ3 = .30; μ4 = .45 μ1 = 0; μ2 = 0; μ3 = .375; μ4 = .375 μ1 = 0; μ2 = 0; μ3 = 0; μ4 = .5 
0.5 μ1 = 0; μ2 = .30; μ3 = .60; μ4 = .90 μ1 = 0; μ2 = 0; μ3 = .75; μ4 = .75 μ1 = 0; μ2 = 0; μ3 = 0; μ4 = 1 
0.75 μ1 = 0; μ2 = .45; μ3 = .90; μ4 = 1.35 μ1 = 0; μ2 = 0; μ3 = 1.125; μ4 = 1.125 μ1 = 0; μ2 = 0; μ3 = 0; μ4 = 1.5 
 
Dependent Variables 
 Type I error control. 
 The Type I error control of Holm’s procedure was evaluated when all group 
means were equal to zero. This is equivalent to saying that no significant mean difference 
exists among the six pairwise comparisons.  The Type I error control of Holm’s 
procedure was then compared over the four conditions of nonnormality crossed by the 
four conditions of variance heterogeneity.  Type I error rate was defined as the number of 
rejected null hypotheses divided by the total number of hypotheses tested.   
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 Power. 
 The all-pair power of Holm’s procedure was evaluated over the three conditions 
of variance heterogeneity, the three conditions of non-normality, and the three non-null 
means conditions.  The all-pair power of Holm’s procedure was evaluated by dividing the 
number of rejected null hypotheses by the total number of tested hypotheses.  For 
example if 6 hypotheses were tested and 3 of those hypotheses were rejected, then the all 
pair power would be 6/3 = .5. 
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Results 
Type I Error Rate 
Interactions. 
There was little evidence of an interaction between sample size, data distribution, 
and variance ratio.  In general, the effects of data distribution and variance ratios were 
consistent.  That is, there was no differential impact on the Type I error rate outside the 
main effects. 
 Figure 1 contains the Holm’s procedure’s Type I error rate.  As can be seen, 
Holm’s procedure maintained the Type I error rate below α=.05 for all combinations of 
sample size, data distribution, and variance ratio.  In fact, the largest Type I error rate was 
.0145, which occurred for the uniform distribution condition when the sample size was 
equal to 10 and extreme variance heterogeneity was present.  The smallest Type I error 
rate, which was .0072, occurred for the double exponential condition when the sample 
size was equal to 10 and variances were equal between groups. 
 Normality. 
 The distribution shape had a negligible impact on the Type I error rate.  The Type 
I error rate for the normal distribution, averaged across all other conditions, was .0114.  
The average Type I error rate was .0105 for the double exponential distribution, .0122 for 
the uniform distribution, and .0110 for the exponential distribution.  So while the uniform 
distribution generally had a larger Type I error rate than all other distributions, the 
differences were small and ignorable.  When the sample size was equal to 10, the largest 
difference in Type I error control was .0032.  This occurred when comparing the double 
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exponential and uniform distributions when the variance ratio was 1:3:5:7.  When the 
sample size increased to 25, the largest difference in Type I error control was .008.  This 
also occurred when comparing the double exponential and uniform distributions with a 
variance ratio was 1:3:5:7.   
Figure 1.  
Type I Error Rate 
 
 Variance heterogeneity. 
The presence of variance homogeneity or lack thereof had a noticeable impact on 
the Type I error rate.  The 8 smallest Type I error rates occurred when the variances 
between the 4 groups were equal.  The average Type I error rate for the homogenous 
variance condition was .0087.  Conversely, the extreme variance heterogeneity condition 
produced the majority of the largest Type I error rates.  The average Type I error rate for 
the extreme variance heterogeneity condition was .0131.  The average Type I error rate 
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for the first and second moderate variance heterogeneity condition was .0112 and .0124.  
When the sample size was 10, the largest difference (.0055) in Type I error rates occurred 
for the double exponential distribution when comparing the homogeneous variance 
condition to the extreme variance heterogeneity condition.  For the sample size of 25, the 
largest difference in Type I error rates was .0043 and occurred for both the double 
exponential and exponential distributions when comparing the homogeneous variance 
condition to the extreme variance heterogeneity condition.  While these maximum 
differences are small, a clear variance heterogeneity effect on the Type I error rate can be 
seen in Figure 1.   
Sample size. 
Sample size had a negligible impact on the Type I error rate.  The average Type I 
error rate when the sample size was 10 was .0116.  When the sample size increased to 25, 
then the average Type I error rate was .0110.  In the homogeneous variance condition, the 
Type I error rate was identical for the two sample size conditions (.0087) across all 
distributions.  For the normally distributed data condition, the Type I error rate was .009 
when the sample size equaled 10 and .0087 when the sample size equaled 25.  The largest 
difference in Type I error rates between the two sample size conditions was .0018.  This 
occurred for the uniform distribution in the extreme heterogeneity condition. 
Power 
 Effect size. 
 Manipulating the effect size of the mean differences had a noticeable impact on 
the all-pairs power of Holm’s procedure.  Averaged across all other factors, the large 
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effect condition had an all-pairs power of .2114, the medium effect condition had an all-
pairs power .1049, and small effect condition had an all-pairs power of .0293.  In the 
ideal situation where all assumptions are met (i.e., equal variance across groups and 
normal distribution) Holm’s procedure produced an average all-pairs power for a large 
effect of .4237, an all-pairs power of .2329 for a medium effect, and an all-pairs power 
of .0543.  These results may be seen in Figures 2 through 7.  Each figure corresponds to a 
different combination of effect and sample size.  Readers should also note that due to the 
power differences between some of the conditions, the ordinate scale varies by graph. 
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Figure 2.  
Power for Large Effect when n=25 
 
 
Figure 3.  
Power for Medium Effect when n=25 
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Figure 4.  
Power for Small Effect when n=25 
 
Figure 5.  
Power for Large Effect when n=10 
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Figure 6.  
Power for Medium effect when n=10 
 
Figure 7.  
Power for Small Effect when n=10 
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Normality. 
The distribution had a negligible impact on the all-pairs power.  Across all other 
factors, the normal distribution had an average all-pairs power of .1151, the double 
exponential distribution had an average all-pairs power of .1186, the uniform distribution 
had an average all-pairs power of .1136, and the exponential distribution had an average 
all-pairs power of .1135.  In conditions in which the power was low, for example the 
variance heterogeneity conditions or the small effect condition, there appeared to be some 
differences between the distributions graphically.  However, the power in these 
conditions was so close to 0 that any differences should be regarded as negligible. 
 Variance heterogeneity. 
 The power of Holm’s procedure varied depending on the ratio of variances 
between groups.  Specifically, the all-pairs power decreased rather dramatically as 
variance heterogeneity between groups increased.  Across all conditions, Holm’s 
procedure had the greatest all-pair power when the assumption of variance homogeneity 
was met.  Across all conditions, the average power when the homogeneity of variance 
assumption was met was .2397.  Conversely, the power was lowest in the extreme 
variance condition with an average all-pairs power of .0422.  The average power across 
conditions for the two moderate variance heterogeneity conditions was .1096 for the 
1:2:3:4 condition and .0694 for the 1:3:5:7 condition, respectively. 
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 Sample size. 
 As expected, all-pairs power increased with sample size.  When the sample size 
was 10, the average power was .0702.  When the sample size was increased to 25, the 
average power increased to .1602. 
 Pattern of mean differences. 
 In general, power decreased as the number of non-zero mean differences 
increased.  For example, the equally spaced means conditions had the lowest power of the 
three conditions, with an all-pairs power of .0894.  On the other hand, the single extreme 
mean condition had the highest all-pairs power with an average power of .1412.  The 
equally spaced means condition fell between the equally spaced means and single 
extreme means condition with an average all-pairs power of .1151 
 Interactions. 
 As was the case with the Type I error rate there was not much evidence of 
interactions between the factors.  Of the conditions that produced salient changes in 
power, the majority of potential interactions occurred when the power to detect mean 
differences was below .03.  In fact, this only happened for one combination of factors 
when the sample size was equal to 10, there was a small effect, and there was 
heterogeneous variance.  In this condition, the ordering of power among the four 
distributions varied depending on the extent of the variance heterogeneity.  However, the 
maximum difference in power between these 36 conditions was no greater than .008.  As 
a result, such potential interactions should be regarded as negligible. 
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 The most interesting, potential interaction occurred between the pattern of mean 
differences and sample size.  The single extreme mean pattern demonstrated the greatest 
power across all conditions except when the sample size was 25, there was a large effect, 
and the assumption of variance homogeneity was met.  In this condition, the average 
power of the single extreme mean configuration was .5056, compared to .6232 for the 
equally spaced null pairs configuration, and .5156 for the equally spaced means 
configuration.  
 Tables of the individual Type I error rates and all-pairs power may be found in 
Appendix C. 
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Discussion 
 To the best of this researcher’s knowledge, only Ramsey, Ramsey, and Barerra 
(2010) have investigated how violating both the assumptions of variance homogeneity 
and normality affected multiple comparison procedures.  Unfortunately, this study did not 
consider Holm’s procedure.  Because the Holm’s procedure is a potentially attractive 
multiple comparison procedure due to its widespread applicability and ease of use, this 
study evaluated the Type I error control and all-pairs power of Holm’s procedure when 
the assumptions of variance homogeneity and normality are violated. 
Type I Error Rate 
 Holm’s procedure maintained the Type I error rate below α for all levels of 
variance heterogeneity, normality and sample size.  This corresponds with results found 
in previous studies (Kromrey & La Rocca, 1995; Olejnik et al., 1997; Seaman, Levin, & 
Serlin, 1991).  In fact, the largest Type I error rate was only .015 and occurred when the 
sample size was small and severe variance heterogeneity was present.  Given these result 
are well below the nominal α of .05 across all combinations of conditions, it could be 
argued that Holm’s procedure is a conservative multiple comparison procedure.  
 Variance heterogeneity. 
 As variance heterogeneity increased, so did the Type I error rate of Holm’s 
procedure.  This may be seen in Figure 1.   However, due to the conservative nature of 
Holm’s procedure, differences in the Type I error rate were not large.  Even in the 
extreme variance heterogeneity condition and regardless of sample size and data 
distribution, the Type I error rate was well below α.  So, while variance heterogeneity 
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may affect the Type I error control of Holm’s procedure to a certain extent, Holm’s 
procedure still maintained strong control of the Type I error rate even when extreme 
variance heterogeneity was present. 
 Normality. 
 Deviations from normality had little to no influence on Holm’s procedure’s ability 
to maintain strong control of the Type I error rate.  This may be because deviations from 
normality had no effect on the Type I error rate or because Holm’s procedure controls the 
Type I error rate so close to zero that it becomes difficult to discern any meaningful 
differences between conditions.  Additionally, similar type I error rates were achieved in 
both sample size conditions which provides evidence that Holm’s procedure maintains 
strong control of the type I error rate. 
Additionally, there was no evidence of an interaction between non-normality and 
variance heterogeneity on Holm’s procedure’s ability to maintain strong control of the 
Type I error rate.  This indicates that the effect on the Type I error rate, if any, is due 
strictly to either variance heterogeneity or non-normality.  However, as stated above, 
because Holm’s procedure always controls the Type I error rate below α, there is little 
evidence for either main effect. 
 Sample size. 
 The Type I error rate of Holm’s procedure was essentially unaffected by 
differences in sample size as well.  As with the normality condition, this may indicate 
that sample size does not affect the Type I error rate of Holm’s procedure or this may be 
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a result of Holm’s procedure controlling the Type I error rate so close to zero that it is 
difficult to discern any meaningful differences between the two conditions.   
Power 
 Variance heterogeneity. 
 Perhaps unsurprisingly, the all-pairs power of Holm’s procedure decreased as 
variance heterogeneity increased.  Because the independent samples t-test suffers a power 
loss when variance heterogeneity is present (Glass, Peckham, and Sanders, 1973), and 
Holm’s procedure adjusts those p-values, it is reasonable to expect that Holm’s procedure 
should suffer a loss of power as well.  This is consistent with the results of Hsiung and 
Olejnik (1994), Games and Howell (1976), and Kromrey and La Rocca (1995), which 
found that several multiple comparison procedures, including Holm’s procedure, suffered 
a loss of power when variance heterogeneity was introduced. 
When even moderate variance heterogeneity was present, the all-pairs power of 
Holm’s power was reduced drastically.  The average power of was .2397 when the 
assumption of homogeneity of variances was met.  However, with the moderate variance 
heterogeneity condition the average power was .1096.  When the ratio of variances was 
increased to 1:3:5:7 the power dropped further to .0694.  For the extreme variance 
condition, the all-pairs power of Holm’s procedure was only .0422.  Because these power 
values are so close to zero, it is not unreasonable to suggest that the results of this study 
do not accurately represent the extent to which the moderate heterogeneous variance 
conditions actually affect the power of Holm’s procedure. 
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 Normality. 
 The all-pairs power of Holm’s procedure was relatively unaffected by the 
distribution of the data.  This held across all conditions.  No average difference between 
distributions exceeded .005.  Further, it was difficult to discern consistent differences 
among the 4 distributions.  As a result, any differences between the distributions can 
likely be attributed to sampling error. 
 Likewise there was no evidence of an interaction between variance heterogeneity 
and non-normality on the all-pairs power.  The lack of an interaction effect coupled with 
the lack of a distribution effect suggests that the distribution of the data is a relatively 
unimportant factor in regards to the power of Holm’s procedure.  However, variance 
heterogeneity appeared to be critically important to the power of Holm’s procedure.  
Researchers should be sure that their data meet the homogeneity of variance assumption. 
 Pattern of mean differences. 
 In general, the patterns of mean differences varied consistently in their effect on 
the power of Holm’s procedure.  The single extreme mean condition tended to produce 
the highest power.  This could be because the difference between the single non-zero 
mean would have to be large, compared to the non-zero means in the other conditions, to 
produce the desired effect size. For example, in the large effect condition the difference 
between the non-zero mean and any of the other means had to be 1.5 to produce an 
average effect of .75 across all 6 possible pairwise comparisons.  Recall that with 4 
groups, it was possible to make 6 pairwise comparisons.  The largest difference between 
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non-equal means for the equally spaced null pairs and equally spaced means condition 
was 1.125 and 1.35, respectively. 
 However, there was one combination of conditions where the single extreme 
mean pattern did not produce the highest power.  That was when the sample size was 25; 
there was a large effect and homogenous variances.  In this condition, the equally spaced 
null pair’s pattern produced the highest power (.63), whereas the other two patterns 
produced roughly equal power (approximately .5 apiece).  This was the condition that 
would be expected to produce the highest power.  If Holm’s procedure was perfectly able 
to detect all true non-zero differences, the expected power for the equally spaced null 
pair’s condition would be .66 and the expected power for the single extreme mean 
condition would be .5.  In this condition, Holm’s procedure was so sensitive to non-zero 
differences that the observed power was close to the expected power. 
 Effect size. 
 As expected, the power of Holm’s procedure increased as a direct function of the 
effect size.  The differences in power were quite substantial.  The large effect condition 
had an average power of .2114 across all conditions.  Compare this to the average power 
for the medium effect condition, .1049, and for the small effect condition, .0293, and it 
can be seen the effect size had a large effect on the power of Holm’s procedure. 
 Sample size. 
 As would be expected the larger sample size condition produced greater power for 
Holm’s procedure than the smaller sample size condition.  This corresponds with 
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previous research (Hsiung & Olejnik, 1994; Kromrey & La Rocca, 1995; Olejnik et al., 
1997; Seaman et al., 1997). 
Conclusion 
Limitations. 
 Like all research, the present study is not without limitations.  Due to a lack of 
resources and time constraints, it was not possible to exhaust all factors that might 
possibly influence the Type I error rate and power of Holm’s procedure.  For example it 
might be informative to examine the effect of unequal sample sizes, vary the number of 
groups, and/or vary test statistic used.  It would be particularly interesting to vary the 
correlations between groups.  This would allow an examination of the effects of how 
violating the assumption of independence influences the Type I error rate and power of 
Holm’s procedure. 
 Along the same line, it could be beneficial to compare the Type I error rate and 
power of Holm’s procedure when the assumptions of normality and variance 
homogeneity with other multiple comparison procedures.  This would provide guidance 
for selecting the ideal multiple comparison procedure when these assumptions are not 
met. The literature review uncovered only one study (Ramsey, Ramsey, & Barrera, 2010) 
that examined these factors over several multiple comparison procedures.  However, the 
study by Ramsey et al. (2010) only investigated 5 multiple comparison procedures.  
Additionally, the authors did not include any of the Bonferroni based procedures (Holm’s 
procedure, Hommel’s procedure, Hochberg’s procedure, etc.).  Expanding the study to 
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include both Bonferroni based procedure and more recent procedures, such as Bayesian 
and resampling methods, may prove informative. 
 Another limitation of this study is that it was a fixed effect design.  As a result, it 
is not possible to make inferences beyond the conditions specified within this study.  
Using the data distribution condition as an example, it would not be appropriate to 
generalize these results outside the specific parameterized normal, uniform, exponential, 
and double exponential distributions. 
Future directions. 
 Future research will focus on whether dependence between means has any 
influence on the Type I error rate and power of Holm’s procedure.  Additionally, the test 
statistic from which the p-value is obtained will be varied.  This would allow the 
researcher to investigate whether the effect of violating the homogeneity of variances 
assumption on Holm’s procedure was simply result of that being an assumption of the 
independent samples t-test.  Finally, given the low power of Holm’s procedure under less 
than ideal conditions, other multiple comparison procedures will be investigated.  Logical 
procedures to include would be other stepwise procedures (Hochberg’s or Shaffer’s 
procedures, for example), q test statistic based procedures such as Tukey’s HSD and 
more recent resampling or Bayesian based procedures. 
Discussion 
 Holm’s procedure presents an attractive option as multiple comparison procedure 
due to its ease and flexibility of use.  Further, Holm’s procedure maintains strong control 
of the Type I error rate even when the assumptions of normality and homogeneity of 
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variances are violated.  The tradeoff for this strong control is that Holm’s procedure is 
also a conservative procedure, in that it maintains the Type I error rate well below α.  As 
a result of being a conservative procedure, Holm’s procedure produces low power when 
conditions are not ideal, such as when the sample or effects sizes are small. 
The current study has provided evidence that Holm’s procedure is robust to 
deviations from normality.  Holm’s procedure produced relatively the same power in 
both the normal and 3 non-normal conditions.  Recall that these non-normal conditions 
were identified by Micceri (1989) as being the most common deviations from normality 
in studies from the social sciences.   
However, the procedure suffers severe loss of power when variance heterogeneity 
is present.  When even moderate variance heterogeneity is present, the power of Holm’s 
procedure drops dramatically.  As a result, the researcher should take care to ensure the 
variances are equal across groups.  In the case of unequal variances, transforming the data 
may be a useful solution.  In the situation where transforming the data cannot solve the 
variance heterogeneity, researchers should consider a more robust multiple comparison 
procedure.   
Holm’s procedure also suffers the expected loss of power when the sample size or 
effect size are small.  As a result, researchers should consider an alternative multiple 
comparison procedure when only a small or medium effect is suspected; sample sizes are 
small, or when the variances between groups are unequal.  
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APPENDIX A: METHODOLOGY OF LITERATURE REVIEW 
 Brown and Russell (1997) examined the power and Type I error control of the 
following multiple comparison procedures:  Holm’s procedure, Finner method, Šidàk 
corrected Holm’s procedure, Hochberg, Hommel, Simes, Rom, four mixture methods, 
four graphical methods, sharpened Holm’s, and sharpened Hochberg.  Alpha was set to 
.05.  The authors initially simulated p-values from a uniform distribution with a mean of 
0 and standard deviation of 1.  The factors investigated were effect size, correlation of 
observations, number of hypotheses, and proportion of significant results.  Effect size 
was manipulated so that the probability of obtaining a p-value less than α was 0, .5, or .9.  
The number of hypotheses was simulated to be either 20 or 100.  In the first condition, 
the hypotheses were partitioned into 5 blocks containing 4 hypotheses each.  In the 
second condition, the hypotheses were partitioned into 10 blocks containing 10 
hypotheses each.  Within each block the hypotheses were simulated to have a correlation 
of 0, .5, or .9.  The proportion of significant results was simulated so that 0, .2, or .8 of 
the hypotheses would be declared significant. 
 Games and Howell (1976) studied the power and Type I error control of three 
critical values that may be used for the Tukey’s Wholly Significant Difference (WSD) 
test:  The Kramer statistic, t statistic for independent groups (which is equivalent to 
Fisher’s LSD), and the Behrens-Fisher solution.  Four groups were simulated.  Four 
variance conditions were considered: homogeneous variance, two conditions of moderate 
heterogeneity, and one condition of extreme heterogeneity.  The moderate condition had 
variances of 1:3:5:7 and 1:1:7:7.  The high variance heterogeneity condition had 
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variances of 1:1:1:13.  Three sample size conditions were considered.  In the equal 
sample size condition, each group had a sample size of 10.  In the first unequal sample 
size condition, n1=6, n2=10, n3=14, and n4=16.  In the second unequal sample size 
condition, n1=16, n2=14, n3=10, and n4=6. 
 Hsiung and Olejnik (1994) investigated the power and Type I error control of the 
Games and Howell, Dunnett T3, Dunnett C, Holland and Copenhaver, Shaffer S, and 
Shaffer S1 procedures.  The authors manipulated the number of groups, sample size, 
variance heterogeneity, and pattern of mean differences.  The number of groups was set 
to 4 and 6.  The sample size was 11 or 25 in the equal sample size condition.  The 
unequal sample size and variance heterogeneity conditions depended on the number of 
groups.  When the number of groups was equal to 4, the variance heterogeneity was set to 
1:1:1:1, 16:1:1:1, or 1:4:9:16.  When the number of groups was equal to 6, the variance 
condition was set to 1:1:1:1:1:1, 16:1:1:1:1:1, 11:1:1:1:1:16, 1:4:6:9:12:16, or 
16:12:9:6:4:1.  The pattern of mean differences was manipulated so that all means were 
equal to 0 except for the last mean which was set to δ.  Delta took on values between 0 
and 6. 
 Kromey and La Rocca (1995) examined the power and Type I error control of the 
Peritz, Ryan-Welsch, Newman-Keuls, Fisher-Hayter, Tukey, Hochberg, Shaffer, Holms, 
and Dunn procedures.  The authors manipulated the number of groups, sample size, 
alpha, variance heterogeneity, and patterns of mean differences.  Three, 4, and 5 groups 
were simulated.  Sample size was set to be either 10, 15, or 19.  Alpha was set to be .01, 
.05, or .1.  Heterogeneous variances were simulated to be equal, moderate (maximum 
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ratio of variances no greater than 1:7) or severe (maximum ratio of variances no greater 
than 1:13).  A variety of patterns of mean differences were simulated including the 
complete null pattern and several partial null patterns. 
 Olejnik et al. (1997) studied the power and Type I error control of the Bonferroni, 
Holm, Holland-Copenhaver, Hommel, Hochberg, and Rom procedures.  The authors 
manipulated the number of groups, sample size, alpha, correlation between groups, and 
the number of false hypotheses. Four and six groups were compared while α was set to 
.05 and .2.  Sample sizes were varied between 10 and 100 by multiples of 10.  When the 
number of variables was 4, means were correlated at 0, .2, .4, and .6.  When the number 
of groups was 6, variables were correlated at 0 and .6.  The number of false hypotheses 
ranged from 1 and 15 depending on how many groups were being compared.   
 Ramsey (1981) investigated the power and Type I error control of the Tukey, 
Welsch step-down, Welsch step-up, Peritz-Q, Newman-Keuls-Q, Shaffer-Welsch-FQ, 
Ryan-F, Peritz-F, Model testing F, and Newman Keuls-F procedures.  Ramsey 
manipulated the pattern of mean differences, sample size, and number of groups.  The 
patterns of mean differences examined were the equally spaced means, equally spaced 
null pairs, minimum range and maximum range configurations.  Sample size was set to 5, 
6, and 7 and the number of groups was either 4 or 6. 
 Ramsey, Ramsey, & Barrera (2010) studied the power and Type I error control of 
the Tukey, Hayter-Fisher, Games-Howell, Peritz-F, and Peritz-Alexander-Govern 
procedures.  The authors manipulated the distribution of the data, pattern of mean 
differences, variance heterogeneity, and sample size.  The data were distributed as 
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normal, uniform, exponential, and double exponential.  The minimum range and single 
extreme mean were the patterns of mean differences examined.  Variance heterogeneity 
was simulated so that the four variances were 1, c, c
2
, and c
3
, where c could take on 
values of 1, 2, 2.5, 3, and 4.  Sample sizes ranged from 5 to 15. 
 Seaman, Levin, & Serlin (1991) examined the power and Type I error control of 
the Bonferroni, Tukey, Holm’s, Fisher’s LSD, Fisher Hayter, Ryan-Welsch, Newman 
Keuls, Duncan, Shaffer, Peritz, and Ramsey procedures.  The authors manipulated the 
number of groups, sample sizes, patterns of mean differences, and effect size.  Three, 4, 
and 5 groups were simulated along with sample sizes of 10, 15, and 19.  A variety of 
patterns of mean differences were studied, including complete and partial null patterns.  
Effect sizes were simulated so that the power of the omnibus F test for a one-way 
ANOVA would be equal to .6, .8, and .9. 
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APPENDIX B: EVAULATING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE HEADRICK 
POLYNOMIAL TRANSFORMATIONS 
A Monte Carlo simulation study was conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of 
Headrick’s (2002) transformations compared to Fleishman’s power polynomial 
transformation (1978).  One thousand replications of size 10,000 were evaluated.  The 
results, summarized in Table B.2, indicate that Headrick’s method maintains the mean 
and variance of the original distribution, while producing a skew and kurtosis that are 
close to the empirical distribution.  This finding held across every distribution except for 
the kurtosis of the double exponential distribution.  However, the difference in kurtosis 
between the Fleishman and Headrick methods were negligible. Headrick’s method also 
produced smaller average bias than did Fleishman’s method for the skew and kurtosis of 
all distributions with the exception of the kurtosis of the double exponential distribution. 
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Table B.1 
Fleishman Coefficients 
Distribution Skew & Kurtosis Coefficients 
Normal 
Skew = 0 
a = 0 
b = 1 
Kurtosis = 0 
c = 0 
d = 0 
Uniform 
Skew = 0 
a = 0 
b = 1.3542283 
Kurtosis = -1.2 
c = 0 
d = -0.1348168 
Exponential 
Skew = 2 
a = -.3156539 
b = .8270473 
Kurtosis = 6 
c = .3156539 
d = .02205116 
Double Exp. 
Skew = 0 
a = 0 
b = .78235622 
Kurtosis = 3 
c = 0 
d = .06790456 
 
Table B.2 
First Four Moments and Average Bias for Headrick and Fleishman Methods 
  Uniform Exponential 
Double 
Exponential 
Mean Fleish. 0.000198151 0.000409683 0.000243855 
Mean Head. 0.00020187 0.0004033 0.000243803 
Var Fleish. 1.011452539 1.001165215 1.000831716 
Var Head. 1.000330655 1.001177131 1.000857729 
Skew Emp. -0.000481575 1.99974128 -0.000917823 
Skew Fleish. -0.000982241 2.00034701 0.001251558 
Skew Head. -0.000293606 1.997367164 0.000451659 
Kurt Emp. -1.199437784 6.005562981 2.929379694 
Kurt Fleish. -1.152164606 5.977093985 2.98503545 
Kurt Head. -1.200111505 5.975722907 2.990689054 
Bias Skew Fleish. 0.019183109 0.092340829 0.1267332 
Bias Skew Head. 0.016174039 0.091134122 0.120346654 
Bias Kurt Fleish 0.054756697 0.962588377 0.963265567 
Bias Kurt Head. 0.0145829 0.939852744 0.909099365 
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APPENDIX C: TABLES OF TYPE I ERROR RATES AND POWER FOR EACH 
CONDITION 
 
Table C.1 
Type I Error Rate 
   
Normal Double Exponential Uniform Exponential 
V
ar
ia
n
ce
 
1:1:1:1 
n=10 0.0090 0.0072 0.0098 0.0086 
n=25 0.0087 0.0085 0.0089 0.0085 
1:2:3:4 
n=10 0.0122 0.0110 0.0122 0.0112 
n=25 0.0107 0.0100 0.0118 0.0106 
1:3:5:7 
n=10 0.0128 0.0113 0.0145 0.0118 
n=25 0.0122 0.0118 0.0131 0.0115 
1:5:9:13 
n=10 0.0136 0.0127 0.0150 0.0133 
n=25 0.0120 0.0122 0.0132 0.0128 
 
Table C.2 
All-Pairs Power for Equally Spaced Means 
  
  
Normal Double Exponential Uniform Exponential 
  
  
n=10 n=25 n=10 n=25 n=10 n=25 n=10 n=25 
V
ar
ia
n
ce
 
1:1:1:1 
Small 0.0229 0.0542 0.0243 0.0556 0.0235 0.0530 0.0253 0.0582 
Medium 0.0855 0.2585 0.0927 0.2657 0.0843 0.2564 0.1011 0.2721 
Large 0.2160 0.5147 0.2337 0.5158 0.2115 0.5086 0.2474 0.5234 
1:2:3:4 
Small 0.0178 0.0261 0.0161 0.0249 0.0178 0.0261 0.0131 0.0205 
Medium 0.0355 0.0950 0.0394 0.0972 0.0360 0.0922 0.0284 0.0856 
Large 0.0792 0.2294 0.0851 0.2396 0.0722 0.2299 0.0719 0.2324 
1:3:5:7 
Small 0.0169 0.0201 0.0148 0.0220 0.0175 0.0220 0.0122 0.0161 
Medium 0.0260 0.0593 0.0279 0.0590 0.0275 0.0575 0.0193 0.0461 
Large 0.0513 0.1366 0.0531 0.1451 0.0489 0.1322 0.0380 0.1291 
1:5:9:13 
Small 0.0159 0.0186 0.0148 0.0171 0.0165 0.0178 0.0118 0.0147 
Medium 0.0223 0.0378 0.0225 0.0361 0.0226 0.0353 0.0152 0.0282 
Large 0.0340 0.0759 0.0350 0.0780 0.0361 0.0728 0.0226 0.0635 
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Table C.3 
All-Pairs Power for Equally Spaced Null Pairs 
   
Normal Double Exponential Uniform Exponential 
   
n=10 n=25 n=10 n=25 n=10 n=25 n=10 n=25 
V
ar
ia
n
ce
 
1:1:1:1 
Small 0.0261 0.0670 0.0274 0.0712 0.0261 0.0676 0.0300 0.0722 
Medium 0.1113 0.3557 0.1233 0.3636 0.1080 0.3563 0.1340 0.3732 
Large 0.3014 0.6253 0.3231 0.6236 0.2953 0.6261 0.3341 0.6177 
1:2:3:4 
Small 0.0175 0.0322 0.0172 0.0307 0.0187 0.0313 0.0131 0.0250 
Medium 0.0443 0.1226 0.0467 0.1271 0.0418 0.1175 0.0359 0.1143 
Large 0.1002 0.3200 0.1116 0.3302 0.0972 0.3212 0.0970 0.3294 
1:3:5:7 
Small 0.0169 0.0234 0.0161 0.0232 0.0188 0.0242 0.0130 0.0193 
Medium 0.0318 0.0751 0.0310 0.0745 0.0317 0.0695 0.0234 0.0608 
Large 0.0632 0.1877 0.0683 0.1948 0.0625 0.1804 0.0526 0.1755 
1:5:9:13 
Small 0.0159 0.0197 0.0138 0.0188 0.0177 0.0186 0.0124 0.0151 
Medium 0.0239 0.0420 0.0230 0.0456 0.0231 0.0436 0.0182 0.0352 
Large 0.0372 0.0984 0.0410 0.1017 0.0388 0.0961 0.0296 0.0813 
 
Table C.4 
All-Pairs Power for Single Extreme Mean 
   
Normal Double Exponential Uniform Exponential 
   
n=10 n=25 n=10 n=25 n=10 n=25 n=10 n=25 
V
ar
ia
n
ce
 
1:1:1:1 
Small 0.0369 0.1135 0.0378 0.1086 0.0333 0.0989 0.0404 0.1031 
Medium 0.1684 0.4181 0.1826 0.4181 0.1597 0.4195 0.1911 0.4202 
Large 0.3787 0.5061 0.3794 0.5053 0.3773 0.5073 0.3820 0.5073 
1:2:3:4 
Small 0.0221 0.0403 0.0237 0.0470 0.0244 0.0455 0.0181 0.0447 
Medium 0.0671 0.1854 0.0731 0.1928 0.0613 0.1792 0.0602 0.1841 
Large 0.1578 0.3929 0.1693 0.3823 0.1483 0.3780 0.1633 0.3775 
1:3:5:7 
Small 0.0201 0.0277 0.0193 0.0342 0.0201 0.0341 0.0144 0.0331 
Medium 0.0467 0.1075 0.0459 0.1188 0.0439 0.1076 0.0359 0.1123 
Large 0.0961 0.2667 0.1068 0.2664 0.0921 0.2565 0.0916 0.2632 
1:5:9:13 
Small 0.0193 0.0211 0.0172 0.0246 0.0181 0.0248 0.0150 0.0237 
Medium 0.0313 0.0568 0.0333 0.0670 0.0318 0.0648 0.0243 0.0671 
Large 0.0583 0.1410 0.0627 0.1575 0.0586 0.1469 0.0463 0.1467 
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APPENDIX D:  SELECTED SAS SYNTAX 
%Macro holm; 
 
%Do A=1 %to 4;   
%Do B=1 %to 4;    
%DO C=1 %to 10;   
 
%do rep=1 %to 10000; 
 
%let alpha=.05; 
 
proc iml; 
 
n=25; 
 
DIST = {0 1 0 0 0 0, 
  0 1.347438 0 -0.140177 0 .001808,   
  -.30774 .80056 .318764 .0335 -.003675 .000159, 
  0 .727709 0 .096303 0 -.002232}; 
 
VAR = {1 1 1 1, 
    1 2 3 4, 
    1 3 5 7, 
    1 5 9 13}; 
 
MEAN = {0 0 0 0, 
  0 .15 .3 .45, 
  0 .3 .6 .9, 
  0 .45 .9 1.35, 
  0 0 .375 .375, 
  0 0 .75 .75, 
  0 0 1.125 1.125, 
  0 0 0 .5, 
  0 0 0 1, 
  0 0 0 1.5}; 
 
X=Rannor(J(n,1,0));  
X=DIST[&A,1] + Dist[&A,2]*X + Dist[&A,3]*X##2 + DIST[&A,4]*X##3 + 
DIST[&A,5]*X##4 + DIST[&A,6]*X##5;  
X=X*SQRT(VAR[&B,1]) + MEAN[&C,1];  
GRP=J(n,1,1);  
Group1=X||GRP; 
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X=Rannor(J(n,1,0));  
X=DIST[&A,1] + Dist[&A,2]*X + Dist[&A,3]*X##2 + DIST[&A,4]*X##3 + 
DIST[&A,5]*X##4 + DIST[&A,6]*X##5;  
X=X*SQRT(VAR[&B,2]) + MEAN[&C,2];  
GRP=J(n,1,2);  
Group2=X||GRP; 
 
X=Rannor(J(n,1,0));  
X=DIST[&A,1] + Dist[&A,2]*X + Dist[&A,3]*X##2 + DIST[&A,4]*X##3 + 
DIST[&A,5]*X##4 + DIST[&A,6]*X##5;  
X=X*SQRT(VAR[&B,3]) + MEAN[&C,3];  
GRP=J(n,1,3);  
Group3=X||GRP; 
 
X=Rannor(J(n,1,0)); 
X=DIST[&A,1] + Dist[&A,2]*X + Dist[&A,3]*X##2 + DIST[&A,4]*X##3 + 
DIST[&A,5]*X##4 + DIST[&A,6]*X##5; 
X=X*SQRT(VAR[&B,4]) + MEAN[&C,4];  
GRP=J(n,1,4);  
Group4=X||GRP; 
 
Data=Group1//Group2//Group3//Group4;  
 
create dataall from data[colname={X Group}]; 
append from data; 
 
proc multtest data=dataall holm noprint out=holmout; 
contrast "0 vs 1" -1 1 0 0; 
contrast "0 vs 2" -1 0 1 0; 
contrast "0 vs 3" -1 0 0 1; 
contrast "1 vs 2"  0 -1 1 0; 
contrast "1 vs 3"  0 -1 0 1; 
contrast "2 vs 3"  0 0 -1 1; 
class group; 
test mean (x); 
run; 
 
data aa; set holmout; 
 
IF stpbon_p<&ALPHA THEN SIG_Holm ='YES'; 
ELSE SIG_Holm ='NO'; 
IF raw_p<&ALPHA THEN SIG_Unadj ='YES'; 
ELSE SIG_Unadj ='NO'; 
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keep _contrast_ stpbon_p SIG_Holm raw_p SIG_Unadj; 
 
data AB; set aa; 
IF &A=1 then SHAPE = 'Normal             '; 
 else if &A=2 then SHAPE = 'Uniform'; 
 else if &A=3 then SHAPE = 'Exponential'; 
 else if &A=4 then Shape = 'Double Exponential'; 
If &B=1 then Variance = 'Equal   '; 
 else if &B=2 then Variance = 'Mod 1'; 
 else if &B=3 then Variance = 'Mod 2'; 
 else if &B=4 then Variance = 'Extreme'; 
IF &C=1 then EFFECT = 'Null      '; 
 else if &C=2 then Effect = 'Small ESM'; 
 else if &C=3 then Effect = 'Medium ESM'; 
 else if &C=4 then Effect = 'Large ESM'; 
 else if &C=5 then Effect = 'Small ESN'; 
 else if &C=6 then Effect = 'Medium ESN'; 
 else if &C=7 then Effect = 'Large ESN'; 
 else if &C=8 then Effect = 'Small SEM'; 
 else if &C=9 then Effect = 'Medium SEM'; 
 else if &C=10 then Effect = 'Large SEM'; 
 
Proc append BASE=work.holm force;  
 
%END; 
%END; 
%END; 
%END; 
%MEND holm; 
%holm; 
run; 
